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For Good Looking Casual Style And
Comfort Right Through
Spring and Summer
Here’s a special memo! Make Foye’s your
first stop for sport jackets. For Foye’s
sportswear is the kind you wear hand
somely for business and leisure alike.
Lightweight fa b r ic s ................ easy going
styling. In a grand variety of colors,
patterns and sizes.
FOYE’S MEN’S DEPARTMENT

SLACKS

for smart casual wear

New Colors . . . . New Fabrics . . . . New Shades are
yours for Spring at Foye’s. Flannels, rayons and rayon
mixtures. In colors and shades that await perfect
teaming with your favorite sport jacket.
FOYE'S MEN’S DEPARTMENT

M ARKET

SQUARE

PORTSM OUTH,

N. H.

SAVE $ 4 5 On This G EN U IN E

Frigidaire
StandardRefrigerato,
Big

8 r 0 Cu- ft
Model so-8 2

Has many features you'd expect to find
only in higher-priced Refrigerators.
SA FE-C o ld fro m F r ig id a ire
M e te r- M is e r p ro te cts a ll
fo o d s fro m o n e sh o p p in g
trip to th e n e x t !

See All These and Many More Features!

• Famous Meter-Miser mechanism has
5-Year Warranty.
• Exclusive Quickube Trays with built-in
Tray and Cube Releases.
• Large Super-Freezer holds over 29 lbs.
frozen food.
• Cold Storage Tray for quick chilling
meats, beverages, etc.
• Bin-size porcelain Hydrator for fruits
and vegetables.

S. D. S U N D E E N
95 Market Street
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

324 Central Avenue
DOVER, N. H,

DEC 10
JAN i I

44 South Main Street
ROCHESTER, N, H.
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Years most beautiful cars

pow ered to out-perform them a llf

See Hudson-Aire Hardtop Styling—
try championship performance in the fabulous

HUDSON HORNET
and its new, lower-priced
running mate, the spectacular

O ne glance tells you Hudson for ’52 is the
most glamorous car on the road . . . a short
drive proves it has no equal for performance!

HUDSON WASP

Inspired new Hudson-Aire Hardtop Styling—
the newest look in motor cars, now available
for the first time at standard sedan and coupe
prices— teams up with Hudson’s famous highcompression power to give you the driving
thrill of a lifetime.
Take the wheel of the fabulous Hudson Hornet
— sample the surging might of Miracle H Power from the sensational H-145 engine.
Or, try the new Hudson Wasp with its powercharged 11-127 engine!
Visit us, or a phone call will bring a new Hud
son to your door without obligation.
Standard trim and other specifications and accessories
subject to change without notice.

HUDSON

OVERDRIVE or HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE and
SOLEX (anti-glare, tinted) Safety Glass
available for all ’52 Hudsons at extra cost.

W ASP

TW O-DOO R

BROUGHAM

IN

2

HARDTOP

S T Y LIN G

Four great Hudson series for ’52, including the brilliant new Com
modore Eight and Six — the thrifty new Pacemaker, priced from
near the lowest. Every Hudson has exclusive “ step-down” design.

Stylindand coupe p
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* The SHORELINER — Magazine of the New England Seacoast
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other foreign, $3.50 yearly. The SHORELINER assumes no responsi
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17" PHILCO

WITH
and

Here’s What You Get!
A gleaming, handsome American Kitchens Sink - 54” long.
3 compartments - 2 drawers - 2 21” base Vinyl topped cabinets - 2
21” matching wall cabinets - 2 what-not shelves. All this, as
pictured above at this unbelieveable 'price.

Washburn Plumbing & Heating
459 Islington St.

TV'S

GREATEST

"COLORADO''

A

for

’52.

"POWER
TUNER

sensational advance!
New

Tel. 69

Portsmouth, N. H.

PLANT''
For the FIRST

Time at Lowest

Now,

even at the lowest price, you

Pr i ce!

get Philco’s exclusive “Colo
rado” tuner that revolution
izes
new

TV

performance.

luxury

features!

Plus
Be

among the first to see this
Philco value triumph . . . the
Philco 1802.

W arranty included!

Balanced Beam
150 sq.in. Picture

Designed for BUILT-IN U. H. F.

EASY

f

T E R MS !

i
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SEE HOWTlMKENPUTS
into

Boilers or furnaces

A modern heating miracle . . . yet so simple that you'll
readily understand how a Timken Oil Burner quickly and
easily converts your present furnace or boiler into com
pletely automatic, clean LIVE HEAT! Enjoy perfect
comfort with savings on oil and electricity of Va of the
cost of ordinary oil heat. That's because Timken is the
only burner which brings you LIVE HEAT from the magic
Wall of Flame. The patented chromium steel flame-rim,
an e x clu sive feature, provid es
seven times faster warm-up. Pre
cise flame placement gets all the
heat from each drop of oil.

FREE HEATING CHECK-UP
Wilhout charge or obligaiion, w e will look
over your healing syslem and report Ihe
savings Timken LIVE HEAT makes possible.
Telephone TODAY for details.

Inc.

“ Headquarters for Dependable Service”
Portsmouth Ave.
Exeter, N. H.
Telephone Portsmouth 403
Exeter 5939

HARRY A. MAPES,
4

Four Thousand Mile Kick
Dear Madam:
When I opened the February issue of the SHORE
LINER and saw the article and photographs of my good
friends, Dr. and Mrs. Gray of Portsmouth, I had one of the
pleasantest surprises given me for a long time. From 4,000
miles away it gave me a real “ kick” .
Back in the war, when I was in Canada and the States
with the Royal Air Force it was my great good fortune to
meet this happy, warm-hearted family and we have kept in
touch ever since. When I say “ meet” I mean that I was re
ceived into the family circle, entertained to their inimitable
hospitality and met their many friends during my visits to
Portsmouth.
It has also been the pleasurable lot of my son who has
visited your great country several times in the last year or
so with the Merchant Navy, to follow in my footsteps and we
can now both recall similarly cheery days spent at “ The
Gay Grey Gull.”
Yes, your article brought nostalgic memories to us,
and we have been, through the medium of your journal, en
abled to emphasize to our friends here in London, the won
derful way of life in your territory.
Believe me, the SHORELINER is a great little maga
zine, serving a fine purpose; there are few publications 1
enjoy so keenly, because, without apparent effort it makes
one feel the wonderful community spirit existing in New
England, an object lesson to the trouble spots of the world
today. We have nothing like the magazine over here and it
has given me many enjoyable hours living over again the
days I was privileged to sample New England life that makes
one long for a return visit.
Again, congratulations for a well written, fulsome
story on a most deserving subject.
Yours sincerely,
J. W. Moore
89 Vera Avenue
Grange Park.
London. N. 21, England
Like An Atlantic Breeze!
Sirs:
I have enjoyed your magazine and sincerely wish you
every success. It is refreshing as an Atlantic breeze.
Enclosed is my check covering the renewal of my
subscription.
Sincerely,
John A. Brooks
2423 - 39th Place, Northwest
Washington, D. C.

J. WALTER TONER, Reg. Pharmacist
343 STATE STREET
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
Telephone 910
DRUGS & SICK ROOM SUPPLIES

KEENAN

45 Broadway
163 Islington St.
Telephone Dover 1122

134 Main St.

,o *■ EDITOR

The Poner Pharmacy

CALLAHAN OIL SERVICE

LORD &

S h orelin e*.

Dover, N. H.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Portsmouth 3220
in c o r p o r a t e d

Tel. Sanford 778-W

Springvale, Me.

Thorner’s Oyster House
— Seafoods —
Of — All — Kinds
S T E A K S — CHOPS
BEER & ALE
80 Daniels Street
Tel. Ports. 569

only
in

can

In this, its 50th year, Nash proudly
presents its finest achievement . . . the
Golden Airflytes for 1952!
Here are cars more beautiful than
America has ever seen before . . .
here are fabulous interiors with spa
cious sofa seats and automatic heating
and ventilation by the famous Nash

Weather Eye Conditioned Air System.
Here is superb road-hugging ability . . .
feather-touch handling . . . smooth power
. . . traditional Nash economy.
We invite you to test-drive the Golden
Airflyte o f your choice — Ambassador,
Statesman or Rambler — and discover the
most exciting cars in the world today!

you

• Airflyte Construction

get all these features

• Twin Beds

• Weather Eye Conditioned Air System

• Airliner Reclining Seats
• Dual-Range Hydra-Matic Drive with Selecto-Lift Starting
• Airflex Front Suspension

LIBERTY M OTOR SALES IN C

DOVER NASH

NEW BURYPORT,

DOVER,

M ASS.

N. H.

COLEMAN NASH CO.

CREPEAU'S NASH SERVICE

PORTSM OUTH,

SANFORD,

N. H.

M E.
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SHORE * TOWN * COUNTRY * PROPERTIES
handled by local firms
YORK HARBOR. Exclusive loca
tion, near Emerson Hotel, desirable
two story, 10 room house. 5 rooms
on each floor, 2 baths, automatic
oil steam heat, 2 car garage, land
scaped grounds. $16,000. Pictures
on request. C. M. McGinnis Agency,
York Harbor, Me. Tel. 258 or 642.
GOODWIN AGENCY — For over
night cabins, restaurants, neigh
borhood stores, lake camps, sea
shore cottages and hotels, and
farm properties write or phone
The Goodwin Agency, 21 Dame St.,
Kitterv, Me. Tel. 3884 or 1594W.
KITTERY, MAINE. A quality pre
war-built 7 room home. Has stoker
steam heat and all the features
desired
in
comfortable
living.
Walking distance to base. Goodwill
Agency, Kittery, Me. Tel. 3884 or
1594W.

RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
BASE RATE
MINIMUM

8c per word
50 words per insertion ($4)

SPECIAL FOR BROKERS ONLY: 25% reduction
on yearly contracts covering a minimum of 300
words when used within 6 consecutive issues.
(Space may be used in any one or divided between
the 6 issues.)

SOUTH HOOKSETT. N. H. —
4 apartments and overnight guest
rooms. Excellent conditions, good
income. Oil steam heat. 8 acres
land.
Good cabin
site.
Write
Hooksett Lodge R.F.D. 1, Man
chester, N. H. Tel. Manchester
2-5663.

All classified copy must be in by 10th of the month
preceeding publication. However, substitutions may be
made through the 15th.

TO

SELL

FINE

DURHAM — 4 bedroom dwelling
conveniently located near Univer
sity of N. H. Two baths and lava
tory; 3 finished rooms on 3rd floor.
Hardwood floors, large screened
porch, oil heat, 4-car garage. Lot
200’ frontage. Excellent condition
inside and out. Price $20,000. DAN
NINDE, Realtor. Phone Durham
344 or 464W.

PROPERTY

ANYWHERE IN THE SHORELINE AREA

COOK AGENCY — See us for res
taurants, stores, garages, summer
and year ’round properties, south
ern Maine and New Hampshire.
List with us. The Cook Agency,
Kittery, Maine. Est. 1925. ’Phone
Kittery 58.
WE HAVE BUYERS for 5 and 6
room houses. C. M. McGinnis
Agency, York Harbor. Tel. 25S.
Associates Clarice & Scott Robin
son. Tel. 642.

SOUTH HOOKSETT, N. H. —
Attractive property on main high
way 4 miles north of Manchester,
Route 3 at junction 101B. Write
Hooksett Lodge R.F.D. 1, Manches
ter, N. H. Tel. Manchester 2-5663.

Advertise In The

DOVER. Four bedroom home with
two new bathrooms, on large lot
in the best residential section and
near new elementary school. Com
pletely insulated, permanent storm
windows, new oil heater with hot
water, low heating cost. Ample
closet space. Built-in dishwasher.
Shown by appointment only. Call
Dover 1416.

SHORELINER'S
REAL

ESTATE

SECTION

RYE BEACH

HAMPTON FALLS

New Hampshire

New Hampshire

$17,000

$ 20,000

VIOLA H. GRAEFF

GRACE A.

Box 235

BURNHAM

Rye Beach, N. H.
Tel. Rye Beach 283
Ideally located on Cable Road, Rye. S-room home. 4 large bedrooms,
large living room, dining room, kitchen, 2y2 baths, 3 car garage.
Unfinished attic. 3 .acres of land. 5 minute walk from beach. Recently
restored. Oil burner, hot water heat, all new plumbing. A home
you'll be proud to own. Suitable for Doctor’s home and office or
nursing home.

Tel.

Hampton

2072

Located on three acres of land with frontage on two roads. This
perfectly restored Colonial has eight rooms, pine floors, Indian
shutters, panelling and six fireplaces in working order. Center hall
with old stairway, IV2 baths on first floor. Water supply is from
artesian well, steam heat with oil burner. Barn and garage.

SO UTH ERN
GREENLAND
New Hampshire
Price on Request
JOHN N.
MacINNES
(next to Post Office)
Tel.

Exeter

3131

A comfortable living and a thriving business can be yours with this
12 room Colonial on the Exeter-Portsmoutli Highway in Greenland,
N. H. This sturdy duplex house with fireplaces in nearly every room,
32 head of cattle, 120 acres and modern dairy equipment are choice
offerings in a choice location. Details or inspection on request.
6

R O C K I N G H A M C O U N T Y , N. H.

Completely equipped restaurant in small town on routed
highway near route junction. Includes building with modern apt.
on 2nd fl. Has beer license. Good investment. Priced right for
quick sale due to illness.
Sixty acre farm with modern Col. dwg. all impr. lg. barn, some
lumber. Available imined.
Old Col. beautifully restored with good outbuildings and 181
acres of rolling land with excel, view of mts. G. E. forced H /W
heat. All impr. Owner leaving area.
Renovated Cape Cod with all mod. conv. and 4 acres of good
land in a small village but near everything, short walk to Ocean
and beach.
Large old colonial in the heart of Exeter, ideal for conval.
home, tea room or double residence. Two heating plants.
Good location.
Write or telephone today about these and other listings of
homes, farms and business properties in this area.

KEN D ALL EXETER
Opposi te

Post

AGEN CY
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E xet er ,

INC.

N.
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Seeds, shrubs, tools . . . everything
you need to make this one of the best
gardening seasons yet! Come in and
see our ’52 display for “gardening at
its best”.

PHOTO CREDITS: Cover; Old Farm ; Sassafras Trees: House of the M onth; St.
John’s church, Kennebunk church and Kittery Point church ; P^nglish picture story ;
Spring Style Show ; by Douglas Armsden. Nubble Light courtesy Maine Development
Commission ; Mr. Winn by Armsden. North Hampton Town Hall, St. Paul’s church
and bell by Edward Stickney. First fishing picture (by Armsden), courtesy Seacoast
Regional Development Association ; second, courtesy Winston Pote and N. H.
Planning and Development Commission. Arbutus also courtesy Commission.

Luxuriant Lawns
T H O S E R E A D E R S who recall last
April’s cover will remember the
wistful little girl looking out
through a rain splashed window.
A year older now, and well pro
tected by oilskin slicker and hat,
the same youngster has nothing
but smiles for the weather as she,
with the robins and the first
crocus
buds,
welcomes
April
showers.

are EASY to GROW with ...

A blend of choice grasses
selected to meet the soil and
climate conditions of this area.

Garden and Lawn tools
The one stop shopping center
for the home gardeners. Come
on in — you’ll find all the latest
garden implements.

Have You Checked The AMAZING, SENSATIONAL

DODGE "S H O W D O W N

Agent for

P L AN" ?

You get proof instead of claims!

It’s a showdown
shows
yj/ic

up

real

REO POWER MOWERS

that

R eo turns drudgery into joy in
one operation. 18” and 21” cut.

values!

cr/ ma "in y ./ ten DODGE

C P E N D A I L Y 7: 30 A. M. U N T I L 5: 30 P. M.

/ ca 52

R a lp h T. Wood Motors

MOULTON /G O O D W IN

P O R T S M O U T H , N. H.
DODGE

PLYMOUTH

F R I D A Y ’T I L 9

137 Market St.

THE SEED STORE
Tel. Ports. 389
Portsmouth, N. H.
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in the spirit o f
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“The nineteenth of April in ’75” still brings
patriotic shivers as folks recall Paul Revere
and his famous ride. The following tells of
other Revere skills that keep his name alive.

By Edward and Evelyn Stickney

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s “ Tales of a Wayside
Inn” imprints indelibly in our minds Paul Revere’s famous
“ one if by land, two if by sea” gallop through the country
side to warn of the coming of the British, but a less familiar
aspect of his life was his career as a bell-maker.
Revere was impelled by the fine American urge to
open and explore any field in which he might make money.
When he was well past fifty, and with a number of sons and
daughters ranging in ages from 4 to 35, he branched out in
to a comparatively untried field.
Bell casting is an art in itself, a very technical and in
tricate process, and when Colonel A. Hobart, a bell-maker,
went out of business in 1792, he sent his son and a black
smith to Revere’s foundry to teach him how to mould and
cast his first bell. Thus came into being the first large
scale bell-making establishment in America in the Revere
Foundry where he was already specializing in such castings
as cannon, and the manufacture of sheets, bolts, spikes and
nails from malleable copper.
In the year from 1792 to 1828, Paul Revere and his
son Joseph Warren Revere cast nearly 400 bells weighing
from 50 to 2,885 pounds. Although the first bell, made un
der the supervision of the Hobart men, was not good in tone
quality, it was used for a good many years and it still rests
as a priceless relic in the auditorium of the St. James Epis
copal Church in Cambridge, Mass.
Revere, of course, improved with practice, and his
bells eventually became noted for their outstandingly clear,
mellow tones. What is considered by many as his master
piece — one of the largest and finest he cast — hangs in
historic Kings Chapel in Boston, its 2,440 pounds resounding
daily.
Since it was Revere’s conviction that the reason for
the cracking of so many church bells was faulty methods
of hanging and ringing, he erected in the yard of his foun
dry, a form which was a replica of the inside of a belfry.
Here he demonstrated, especially upon the sale of a bell, the
correct technique. Unfortunately the laymen did not always
consider it a matter of such grave importance, and con
sequently the same fate befell numerous Revere bells.
Though the majority have been lost, destroyed, or
shipped to foreign parts many years ago, nearly 60 of the
Revere bells are still in existence, most of them in New Eng
land. The Shoreline district contains a few, located in towns
from Newburyport, Mass., at the southernmost extremity,
to Kennebunk, Maine, at the most northerly point of the dis
trict.
8

A L A N D M A R K which proclaims to travelers miles away that they
are approaching Newburyport is this famed spire, which stands
atop the First Unitarian Church in that old city. Recognized by many
architects as the most beautiful wooden spire in the world, it was
reconstructed in 1949 at greater cost than the entire original
church! The Revere & Son bell which peals its familiar message
across the rooftops of the town is one of fewer than sixty known
Revere bells remaining in the world.

Three Bells in Newburyport
In Newburyport we find three of these renowned
bells.
One, inscribed Revere and Son, Boston, 1809, is no
longer in use, but is being preserved in the alcove of St.
Paul’s Episcopal Church as an invaluable reminder of the
fine workmanship of the early 1800’s. It was purchased in
1811 to replace an old bell thought to have been bought in
1746 which cracked in 1810 while being rung for service. The
Revere bell was used for the last time on October 1, 1899,
when it cracked in the same manner. It was then set in the
alcove where it survived the fire of 1922, although the wood
en church was destroyed and soon replaced with the present
stone building.

D in in g O u t
T o n ig h t. . . ?
We're happy to Serve you . . .

S A I N T P A U L ’S E P I S C O P A L C H U R C H in Newburyport is one of the
most impressive stone buildings in the Shoreline area. The simple
dignity of its natural stone and graceful cupola cause many passersby
to pause in reflection.

IN T H E A L C O V E of Saint Paul’s
Church rests this bell, bearing the
most famous name in the annals
of American bell foundries. “Re
vere & Son’’ molded into any bell
was a sure sign of the highest
quality, as is attested by the fact
that from 1792 to 1828 the firm
manufactured nearly 400 of the
huge chimes for use in churches
all over the East.

Just a few blocks away is the beautiful white spire
of the old Unitarian Church built in 1801. In this steeple is
a Revere bell which still rings out to call people to worship.
The bell, inscribed Revere and Son, Boston, 1819, and weigh
ing 1156 pounds, replaced an English-made bell which was
cast in 1727 and cracked while ringing for a town meeting
in 1819.
As we turn toward Plum Island and the ocean, we see
in the distance the tower of the Old South Presbyterian
Church where the third Revere bell hangs, weighing 1255
pounds. It rings loud and clear now, as it has since 1803 when
it was purchased for $557.78. The church has framed for
exhibition the receipt dated August 25, 1803, and signed by
Paul Revere.

Whether in the main dining room, or banquet room pic
tured above . . . a spotlessly clean kitchen provides tasty,

(Please Turn Page)

wholesome well cooked food for many satisfied customers . . .

MEATS
GROCERIES
PRODUCE
FRESH

there is no substitute
for the highest quality!
31

DANIEL S T R E E T

OR

FROZEN

PAUL’S
MARKET

TELEP H O N E PORTSMOUTH

1800

Next time you dine out make i t . . .

•HOWARD

JotinsonJ

“ Landmark For Hungry Americans”

At the Route 1 Rotary
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
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Famous Candlelight Buffet each Sunday Evening
$1.90 per person
Phone Portsmouth 2410
For a Luncheon - Dinner - Banquet or Business Meeting
Overnight — it’s always . . .

B U I L T IN 1732, the Congregational Church in Kittery Point -stands
across the street from the historic Lady Pepperrell mansion. Nearby
is the ancient Colonial cemetery and the grave of Levi Thaxter,
whose epitaph was written by poet Robert Browning. A Revere
bell has rung each Sunday since 1823 to summon the townspeople
to worship in this old church.

In The Heart Of Historical Portsmouth, N. H.

THE
NORTH
H A M P T O N Town
Hall, with its pleasant white-andblack-trim, remains an outstanding
example of New England Colonial
architecture. Once a church struc
ture, it now contains the select
men’s office and -serves North
Hampton on Town Meeting days.

Y o u Can Send Your Boy or Girl T o

COLLEGE
}6 c t S la t? *
It’s not too early to start
thinking about your child’s
education.

®

"

Imagine, $1,363.19 can, through savings and compound interest,
be accumulated in ten years simply by a regular deposit of only
$10 a month! Guarantee his future through regular savings today!

PORTSMOUTH TRUST Co.
SAVINGS BANK
Established 1871
Market Square
io

Portsmouth, N. H.

A few miles north of Newburyport, in North Hamp
ton, New Hampshire, a Revere bell hangs in the steeple of
the Town Hall, which was once a church, as is evident from
the architecture of the building. The bell, bought in 1816,
weighs 1019 pounds, and was cast in 1815.
Continuing our journey northward, across the Piscataqua River to Kittery, Maine, and on to Kittery Point, we
approach the quaint little Congregational Church across
from the Lady Pepperrell Mansion. Here again one can hear
the lovely tone of the Revere bell ringing out each Sunday.
This one inscribed Revere, Boston, 1823, weighs 638 pounds.
Although Paul Revere died in 1818, his son Joseph continued
the business under the original name of Revere & Son until
1828.
On the northernmost rim of the Shoreline District, in
Kennebunk, Maine, thousands of tourists pass the beauti
fully proportioned Unitarian church on Route No. 1, never
realizing that the bell with the rich tone is one cast in the
Revere Foundry. This was sold in 1804 to the Parish of

B E L L IN T H E S T E E P L E O F H I S T O R I C S A I N T J O H N ’S C H U R C H in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, while not cast originally by
Paul Revere, can be considered something of a stepchild of his bell foundry.

THE

Captured by Sir William Pepperrell of Kittery in 1745 from the French cathedral at Louisburg, Cape Breton, it was presented by him
to Queen’s Chapel, the predecessor of the present Saint John’s. The disastrous fire of 1806, which destroyed the chapel, damaged the
bell considerably, and it was sent to Boston where the famed firm of Revere and Son recast it. For nearly a century it hung in the
steeple of Saint John’s, ringing alike for weddings, funerals, Morning Prayer, and as a signal of peace after the ending of any war. In
the summer of 1896 it cracked, and was returned to Revere’s successors, Blake and Company, who again remolded the bell. Since then it
has hung in its accustomed place, its familiar pealing a welcome sound to Portsmouth residents and area visitors alike.
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Wells, of which Kennebunk was then a part. It weighs 1017
pounds. It rings now only for Sunday morning call to wor
ship, but before the factories effected a change with their
whistles and bells, it was rung daily at 7 a. m., noon, and 9
p. m., curfew. The nine o’clock ringing was followed by a
stroke for each day of the month.
Other Shoreline Bells
Paul Revere’s stockbook lists a number of other bells
sold to Shoreline communities, but apparently they are no
longer in existence:
Town of Exeter, 1799; Exeter Manufacturing Com
pany, 1828; Town of Dover, 1822; Dover Cotton Factory,
1822; Dover Manufacturing Company, 1824; Universalist
Society in Portsmouth, 1807; J. Ball for the Unitarian
Church in Portsmouth, 1828; Amesbury Manufacturing
Company, 1827.
Paul Revere bells are cherished possessions. Because
many of us have not been aware of this phase of Revere’s
life, it is possible there are more of these famous bells that
remain to be found. In fact, it would not be too surprising if
a bell inscribed with the name of Revere is in your church
belfry awaiting the sexton’s investigation. The authors
would be glad to hear from anyone who might make such
a happy discovery.
Last year the Paul Revere Memorial Association in
Boston contacted the churches and other establishments
they knew to have Revere bells, requesting that they ring
them at noon on April 19th in what they hoped would be the
start of a yearly tradition. So if you listen, you may hear
the sound of those bells pealing forth their full rich tones in
THE SPIRIT OF PAUL REVERE.

F R O M T H E T O W E R I N G S P I R E of this Kennebunk structure, the
Unitarian Church, still another Revere bell echoes each Sunday,
beckoning the people of the area to worship.

Piggy banks are awfully cute but....
they aren’t very friendly
Modern banking, done the Portsmouth Savings
Bank way, is a FRIENDLY business. On the other
hand, piggy banks are a little one-sided when it
comes to saving. They’ll take anything they can get,
but they give nothing extra in return. They can’t
offer you interest on your money or a systematic
method of saving . . . In short, a piggy bank lacks
all the qualifications that have made modern bank
ing one of man’s largest and most friendly busi
nesses.
Put your piggy bank on the shelf . . . keep it for an
ornament. Put your money in the bank . . . reap
the benefits of modern banking!
S A F E
MAIL

ORDER

D E P O S I T

DEPOSITS - BANK

B O X E S
MONEY

ORDERS

P o r ts m o u th Savings B a n k
Established 1823
MARKET SQUARE
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PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

"April Sh nicers I r r im g

V

e Arbutus
Away down through the meadow,

My feet halted finally,

Rejoicing in this rareness,

On to the woods,

Where needles brown

I knelt down close

And up a low knoll went I.

Had cradled beneath the snow

Embraced in a fragrance clear;

Past the crooked old willow

Waxen leaves that so humbly,

Cherished deeply the sweetness

And singing brook,

Carefully, hid

Of pink delight,

Where the hemlocks brush the sky.

The dearest blossoms I know.

Spring’s token of God’s Love here
Linnea Stadig Staples.

The Arbutus, commonly called the Mayflower, is fast becoming a rarity in New England's springtime woods, for
its natural enemies — the birds and squirrels which eat its sweet-tasting seeds — are abetted by thoughtless
flower gatherers who pull at the delicate pink blossoms, only to unearth many years growth of the shallow rootlets.
Mayflowers, if they are picked, should be cut with a sharp knife or scissors, ivith care taken riot to disturb the
roots. Street vendors and florists who offer them for sale must be discouraged if we are to preserve and help flourish
this first blossom of spring.
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APRIL COMES
To An Old Farm

By Ruth M. Hill

It is one of those old farms reached by a long lane
from the main road, a homestead that was built when there
were only Indian trails through upper New England forests.
At first there had been a log cabin, then the frame house
was built, with wide sunny rooms and a big fireplace, an at
tic for sleeping, and an ell with the sunniest of kitchens —
windows on both sides. The sunshine “ lays in” on the old
homestead with a special kindly warmth.
There is a gentle contour of slopes to the wide fields
that were cleared in the forest. Away down at one edge of
the farm there is a lake, and off to the westward are the
White Mountains. You cannot see them from the farmhouse,
but you know they are there — the place has the feel of a
“ mountain region.”
Large families grew up on the old place. The kitchen
ell is long, with woodsheds and a long open attic for sleep
ing, more roomy for the tall sons than the low-ceiled, parti
tioned attic of the main house. At the end of the ell had
stood the big barn, with its foundation of long, thick cutgranite slabs. In the barn there had been cows, black and
white, red and white, and maybe a Jersey or two, and big
oxen for the plow and the heavy two-wheeled dump cart —
great clumsy wheels it had, with great spokes and wide
rims. There had been saddle horses in the early days, and
later a top buggy and “ democrat” wagon, a sleigh and pung
14

and a hayrack; and the mows and lofts had been full of hay,
dry corn fodder and oat straw.
Now as winter snow melts from the slopes no oxen
and plowman go forth. The old barn has long since fallen;
the handhewn beams and wide boards from primeval pines
lie rotting. Yet orderly around are the granite slabs of the
foundation — mute dignity of memorial. And over the fallen
timbers has grown a gentle profusion of bushes, clumps of
graceful elderberry, slender maple saplings, and a thicket
of vines and brambles. In the April sunshine every twig and
branch becomes pastel hued with the glow of flowing sap;
bud sheaths are mauve and rose-brown, and there is a deli
cate green of peeping leaf buds, and over all the sweet freshrain perfume of April.
The wide old fields too are overgrown, so long un
plowed. On the acres of slope toward the lake pines have
have been planted, and in the homestead’s quiet years have
grown tall. Beneath them ferns will start in April, the little
green heads curling up from among the snow-moistened pine
needles; and the tall young pines will whisper softly in the
warming south winds.
Over the sunny eastward field bushes have ventured
in, and undisturbed by scythe or plow have grown to a thick
cover, blueberry bushes, sumacs, seedling pines and juni
pers, and all around goldenrod, and blue and purple asters.

But though no plowman turns a furrow the field awakens
with the first touch of spring warmth. Every stem and
root and twig starts growing; the goldenrod and asters send
up new shoots from out their withered-brittle last year’s
stalks, all the potential blossoms of summer there in the
April budding. And in the open spaces new grass grows,
spreading fresh green over the matted rowen; slender stems
of wild strawberries spring up and bud to blossom; and
birds come to nest and sing in this quiet, sunny bush-field,
bluebirds, finches, robins and a brown thrush.
The pasture forest has edged in thick to the old, halftumbled stone wall nearby the house; a few saplings, ash
and maple, have dared come over the wall, but none of the
spring sunshine is shaded from the old home. In the front
garden, where gray granite posts yet stand that once held a
picket fence, the wintered bulbs of orange lillies send up
green blades — orange lillies that have run wild, and will be
a glorious array of golden blossoms in mid-summer. The
April sun shines warm on the little frontdoor porch, and on
the doorstep of gray granite, like the barn’s foundation
stones. And the April sun shines on the windows, making
them golden at sunrise and at sunset, and it shines into all
the old rooms that have known the folk of five generations.
In the quiet yard deer now come and browse, and lie
down in the tall mid-summer grasses. And the kinfolk come
to picnic in the sunny kitchen, drawing water from the
stone-curbed well, and wandering with basket lunch down
the pine-grove path to loiter by the lake. For the homestead
has grown old serenely, with ever a gracious welcome. As in
the days of yore the winter shawl of gray is folded aside at
the first scent of spring. And there is to be found the rest
ful quiet of the lilac bush at the garden corner budding, the
hush of soft little white clouds in a gray-blue spring sky,
and the gentle patter of April-shower raindrops on the
old attic roof.

Savings. . . .

*

...the first step to success!
W e suggest you open a thrift account for your youngsters, today.
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birds’ presence high up in the treetops. Parrot-like they
swing about on the branches, hanging by one foot and bill,
or, if frightened, hanging head downward, where partially
hidden by the foliage they may be mistaken for a cone.
They are gentle and friendly little birds about the size
of our house sparrow. The female is olive-grey with yellow
ish rump and breast, but the male is very colorful. Brick red,
with carmine rump and wings of dark brown, without bars
or bands. Both sexes have the heavy, parrot-like bill, crossed
at the point.

By Irma Adams Werner
The American red crossbill is by no means an annual
visitor to the New England States, but on occasion, seeming
ly when the spirit moves, they appear. Generally found in
groups, they are most erratic in habits; at times defying
all tradition, they choose to remain in the warm climate to
nest. At other times they spend the entire year in the Alas
kan territory. Regardless of season or temperature, they
may start nest building in a dense coniferous tree, or even
on a bare exposed limb. It matters not to this happy carefree
wanderer.
If, and when they come to New England, it is usually
because conditions in the North drive them in search of food.
When snow covers the ground they are forced to go where
grit, the necessary aid to digestion, may be found. Unlike
most other birds they are especially fond of anything that
is well salted.
Seeds of pine and spruce are their chief food here,
and it would seem because of the crossed bill that it might
be difficult to extricate these tiny seeds, but by tearing
away the cone scales with the bill, it is then easy to draw out
the seed with the bird’s tongue. By watching the ground
under pine trees for these cone scales you may detect the

EASTER
Calls

for

THE BEST
A G ood Nam e
A G ood Product

These lovely bits of the bird kingdom have been num
erous in Northern New England this past winter. A bird
list which includes the American red crossbill brings pleas
ant memories to a bird lover. Our own New England poet,
Henry W. Longfellow wrote verses based on a German leg
end which tells that as the Saviour hung upon the cross, a
little bird tried to pull out the nails that pierced His hands
and feet, thus twisting its beak and staining its feathers.
THE LEGEND OF THE CROSSBILL
On the cross the dying Saviour
Heavenward lifts His eyelids calm,
Feels, but scarcely feels, a trembling
In His pierced and bleeding palm.
And by all the world forsaken,
Sees He how with zealous care
At the ruthless nail of iron
A little bird is striving there.
Stained with blood and never tiring,
With its beak it doth not cease,
From the cross ’twould free the Saviour
Its Creator’s Son release.
And the Saviour speaks in mildness:
“ Blest be thou of all the good!
Bear, as token of this moment,
Marks of blood and holy rood!”
And that bird is called the crossbill;
Covered all with blood so clear,
In the groves of pine it singeth
Songs, like legends, strange to hear.

THE QUESTION BOX:
Dear Mrs. Werner:
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J. H E A L E Y , R E G . PHARM .

"SERVICE FOR THE S IC K ”

Po s t O f f i c e ,

P O R T S M O U T H , N. H.

Please tell me if bread is bad for birds. I have been
buying stale bread all winter for them, and now someone
tells me it is bad for them. I read your articles in the
SHORELINER so thought a line to you would give me a
little information.
Mrs. Jess R. Gangvier, R. D. No. 2, Dover, New Hampshire.
Answer —
Birds require proteins for tissue building; fats and
carbohydrates for energy. Bread is rich in both, as well as
supplying salt, which many birds require in small amounts.
Bread is considered a good substitute for natural foods in
winter feeding.
I. A. W.

This hillside scene of nodding yellow daffodils introduces a special
feature this month . . . a picture story of early springtime in such cities
and towns as Exeter, Wells, Ameshury and Portsmouth, in England,
that is. The above was taken by Douglas Armsden on the south const
of England — in Cockington, Torguay.
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S H EE P DOT THE H IL L SID E S o f ever beautiful Devon and are a sparkling contrast
to the fresh green grass and reddish soil.

R Y E . in Sussex was origin ally a bustling little port but through
the years the sea receded about 2*4 miles leaving the town high
and dry. The R iver Rother is now its only access to the ocean.
U nlike our Rye, the little tow n o f 4.000 people is built on hilly
ground and some o f the old cobblestone streets rise alm ost too
steeply fo r modern traffic. H enry Jam es, the novelist, lived here
fo r some years.
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Ap there . . .

77

YlT hese famous words by Robert Browning have
V-palways ranked nearly as high as “ God Save
The King” among Britons the world over.
Douglas Armsden, Staff Photographer of
the SHORELINER, traveled last April to England
and the Continent, visiting many of the historic
spots which inspired the nostalgia of Browning,
the sonnets of Shakespeare, and the lyrical verse
of Shelley and Keats. Doug found many similarities
between the Old and New Englands, for the climate
and scenery of the British Isles closely rival those
of his own home in the Shoreline. The captions
under each photo are his.
Several Shoreline organizations have heard
Mr. Armsden’s lecture on his trip to England,
France and Monaco, and have viewed the color
slides of scenes like these with which he illustrates
his talk.
Some of Doug’s pictures make us reflect a
bit ruefully on Britain’s consistent preservation of
her woodlands, rural countryside and ancient land
marks. She cherishes the blessings of her Isle and
is notably aware that true progress is never achieved
at the expense of such important assets as valuable
farmland or a quiet country village. There is no
slash in her woodlots . . . nor in those of all Europe
for that matter. Perhaps it is only with the years
that a country is able to appreciate the term —
conservation.
Photos depicting towns and cities for which
our own were named, and from which many Shore
line ancestors journeyed forth to the New England,
make us more conscious of the comparative youth
of our own land and the strong bond between it
and ancient, stalwart Great Britain.

TH E M O U TH OF TH E D A R T R IV E R as seen from the garden
o f K ittery Court.

A L O B S T E R M A N with his unique basket-like ‘ ‘ Dots” is about to
T Y P IC A L thatched cottages so much a Dart o f the traditional countryside. The thatch
is tightly com pressed straw . 18 to 24 inches thick. Its life is 15 years or better.

m ount the inevitable bicycle fo r the w aterfron t and a day’s work,

w

J

TH E P O P U L A T IO N o f Rye H arbor is com parable to that o f its New H ampshire
namesake, but the harbor itself is not as spacious and is somewhat farther from the sea.
“ P IS C A T O R IE ” . This little
with our sim ilar name.

T H IS Q U A IN T little E arly English abbey church is at AMESBTJRY on the R iver A von.
The W iltshire tow n has about 2.500 residents and is located within a few miles o f the
prehistoric architecural relics o f Stonehenge and W oodhenge.

statue

probably

has no

connection

D A R T IN G T O N , home o f the C ham pernowne fam ily, was probably
the birthplace o f Captain F rancis C ham pernowne who built tw o
houses in K ittery. M ainej and one in Greenland. N. H.. and who
is buried on C utt’s Island at K ittery P oint.
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TH E C E L E B R A T E D V IC A R ’ S CLOSE A T W E L L S , oldest com plete street in Europe,
is much the same as it was when built in 1348. The tow n o f W ells is one o f the most
beautiful in E ngland.

TH E L O FTIE S T S P IR E IN E N G L A N D (404 feet) graces the
Cathedral o f S A L IS B U R Y . Rem arkable in having been constructed
in the com paratively b rief span o f 40 years, the 13th century
structure is an exam ple o f pure E arly E nglish architecture. The
library contains one o f the fou r contem porary copies o f the M agna
Carta. D uring the some 700 years o f the tow n ’s existence, the great
names o f England seem to have tarried here. The Old George Hotel
is still doing business and has w ritten evidence o f operations
since 1376.

P O R T S M O U T H is B rita in ’s great N aval Base on the South coast. In the N avy Yard
Lord N elson’s ship, the “ V icto ry ’ ’ is open to guided tours. The Guildhall in the center
o f town is a landmark badly damaged by bom bing. W ith its contiguous resort tow n o f
Southsea its population is about 253,000. The harbor is spacious and full o f life, with
the great gray ships o f H er M aiesty’s N avy sw ingin g at anchor. Here perhaps were
fashioned the sinews o f N aval pow er that made the British Em pire possible.

THE 12TH C E N T U R Y K E E P o f this old N orm an castle at
R O C H ESTE R still presents an unscalable facade. This structure
is on the site o f an even earlier fortress. The city has about 32,000
inhabitants, and is located about 30 miles from London.
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D O V E R was very badly damaged in the recent war. Great em pty shells along the
beach were form erly gay resort hotels. The city is still an im portant cross Channel
term inal fo r railroads and shipping. (P op . 42,000).

TH E N E W FOR E ST, near Southham pton, is ineptly named, fo r here the son o f
W illiam the C onaueror was killed in a hunting: “ accident” in 1100. The stag: o f the
Royal hunting ground have long since gone, and now wild ponies roam its 93.000 acres.

B R IX H A M is a salty little port in Devon on the English Channel.
On its auay landed W illiam o f Orange when he was offered the
crow n o f E ngland. N ow a fish in g fleet is based here, and it is
also popular with tourists.

E X E T E R , capitol o f Devon, historic stronghold o f the W est C ountry, was known to
Romans. Saxons and N orm ans. Its walls were raised by Athelstan. one o f the first
K ings o f E ngland. The 12th century Cathedral occupies the site o f tw o earlier structures,
the Norm an towers rem aining from the previous building. Seen from within the
“ Close” , the Cathedral rises grandly above the B ishop’ s Palace and garden much as it
did 500 years ago.

IN E N G L A N D OR N E W E N G L A N D , what greater sym bol o f
com m on heritage than the rustic split rail g a te ? And what country
lad cannot rem em ber leaving a - bit o f A m erican denim or
English tweed on the top ra il?

LE FT —
N E A T AND T ID Y as the hedgerows o f the country are the bomb
holes o f London. From the observation gallery o f St. P aul’s on
Ludgate H ill, the unhealed scars o f the last con flict are readily
apparent. The Cathedral stood intact throughout the con flagration,
its great dome rising through the smoke and flam e as an inspira
tion to an em battled nation.
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NOW $8 85 * A Month
G iv e s You th is B ig , Com plete

Jm m cm c K
ITCHEN

fa s te r
Easter, in the waking woods
Trees in greening vie —
Ferns unroll their downy hoods
Where dank mosses lie;
By the banks of meadows, lush,
Brooklets bound along;
Robins, on the dawning’s hush
Pour ecstatic song.
Easter, in the garden hedge
Bright Forsythia’s gold —
Brilliant, in its border beds
Crocuses unfold.
All of Life in land and sea
Heed the Easter call;
Earth, from bonds of winter free
Holds high festival.
Alice Marston Seaman
*

W o r k - S a v in g • S t e p - S a v in g • M o n e y - S a v in g

O n ly $299 95 Complete—$ 3 0 d ow n :1:
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YOU
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• A gleaming, handsome
American Kitchens sink
— 54 inches long— dou
ble drainboard, de luxe
non-splash faucet aera
tor, push-button spray,
three co m p artm en ts,
two drawers.

• Two 21" wall cabinets
— matching base cab
inets. Storage space at
your fingertips —
smooth, easy-to-clean
surfaces, hidden door
pulls to eliminate dirtcatching handles.

• Two 21" base cabinets
— lifetim e vinyl tops
in basic black or at
slight extra cost in red
wing red. R ou n ded
corners— noiseless, sag
less drawers, room y
storage space.

• Two what-not shelves
— three glass shelves on
each, mounted in rub
ber bases, trimmed with
stainless steel.
Yes—all of that is included
in this unbelievably low
cost!

•Uninstalled. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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Spring Symphony
Spring is the season when lilacs awaken,
When slender branches take on pastel hues;
Twig-tips that seemed to be nought but an ending
Now with new leafbuds proclaim the Spring news.
Slopes that were brown with the rowen of winter,
Green in the magic of April’s warm rain.
Winter’s gray woodlands become purple tinted,
New bud-sheath colors a lilting refrain.
All thro’ the brown earth the rootlets are stirring,
Warm sunbeam fingers caress the cold sods;
Budlets of hyacinths harmonize softly,
Daisies and daffodils — golden accords.
Flurries of snowflakes amid April showers,
Down in the orchard the robins and wrens;
Scampering squirrels among the young fern fronds,
Low south winds music o’er fells and o’er fens.
Ruth M. Hill

;
1

YOU DON’T HAVE TO WAIT!
if

you act noiv —

*

we can give you

almost immediate delivery.

S)ay s C nd

J. P. KEENAN Co.
IN C O R P O R A T E D

Central Avenue

*

Dover, N. H.

The window of the day is closing now,
The sun descends his lonely hill in glory;
While overhead, with careless grace, is hung
The evening star, to tell her age old story.
The countryman, replete with solitude,
Finds kindling thought and eager footsteps turning
To the fruition of his patterned day;
Love waits at home and keeps the hearthfire burning.
Marian Crabtree
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^The

HOUSE

o f the

MONTH

By Justine Flint Georges

T H E W O O D W O R K O F T H E L I V I N G RO OM is mahogany in natural finish, the fireplace section being panelled from floor to ceiling.
A cellaret is built in beside this hand carved fireplace of French caenstone. An antique French clock, once the property of Mrs. Brown’s
grandparents, sets on the mantel. Cornices and decorations in the lofty ceiling of hand done stucco graduate in shading from deep tan to
lighter cream. The plain wallpaper’s slightly rosy cast brings out the superb sheen of the natural woodwork. Blue, rose and henna in the
draperies blend with the room’s furnishings as do the rose heather tones in an oil painting by Edourd Pail, dated around 1800 and depicting
heather in bloom in a French scene. Mrs. Brown told us that in her mother’s day the walls here were of brocaded silk. The room now
contains many of the late Mrs. William’s treasures, including two splendid Royal Dresden vases, an old Chinese sewing box, intricately
carved with myriad figures and hand carved ivory fittings, and two interesting miniatures of her mother and father, Stacey Hall Locke
and Mary Elizabeth Beal, taken when they were first engaged. Mrs. Brown appreciates these tiny likenesses of her grandparents, just as
she recognizes the irreplacable value of other family objects which tell of past generations and their way of life.

The spacious and imposing Victorian house of this
month’s story reminds one of all the gay, yet quiet ways
that typified life in the post Civil War era . . . Of leisurely
drives with horse and fancy carriage . . . of lawn parties on
summer afternoons . . . ladies in flowery silks and laces . . .
and a comfortable, unhurried way of life that seems to have
disappeared in the mists of time.
The home of Mrs. LeRoy H. Brown at 103 Silver
Street in Dover, N. H., is one of the few remaining examples
of the true Nineteenth Century residence. Most of these
huge, solid old houses have been cut up into apartments or
suffered transitions in one way or another. Many serve com
mercial purposes and almost none retain that sweeping elegrance that so characterized their beginning. They belong
to an era that is neither old enough to be appreciated or new
enough to be considered interesting. To be sure, a good many
of those elaborate houses of the eighteen hundreds were ar
chitecturally rather appalling. They were as substantial as

their owner’s Americanism, but their decoration too often
followed the potted palm pattern. The Brown home, how
ever, displays only those designs which were the best of
their period. It was created in good taste and has lost noth
ing through the years. Its original theme has not been sub
limated by modern adaptation, for, actually, its owners have
done very little to alter its appearance. Besides its period,
perhaps the most important phase of this house lies in the
fact that it incorporates so many features which would be
practically impossible to duplicate today . . . such as the
graceful stucco cornices, the hand frescoed walls, the little
Louis XVI music room with its delicately brocaded walls,
lovely mirror, and hearth faced with onyx. Then there is the
natural mahogany panelling in the long living room, the
high ceilings with their unusual electrical fixtures, made es
pecially for the rooms where they are used, and the wide
halls which extend through three stories. Indeed, the word,
grand, probably best describes the decor and appointments.
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T H E S M A L L M U S I C ROOM is decorated with delicate stucco work. The wall panels of satin brocade now are faded to soft shades of
green and gold as are the heavy matching draperies which are the original ones used in this room. The mantel-piece is handcarved
French caenstone, and the fireplace is faced with onyx. The French decorative theme of Louis XVI is found in the chairs and sofa which
are copies of that period, and the inlaid table, curio cabinet and music cabinet. The Dresden vase on the mantel was chosen because
it bears a scene from Lohengrin. The curio cabinet holds such appealing articles as a set of Chinese chess men, an ivory fan, and a high
shell-comb — all of which are family mementoes. Ivory perfume bottles were brought by David Brown from India. This room never fails
to draw admiring comments from first visitors and is indeed one of the few of its kind remaining in New England homes.

Mrs. Brown took over the house in 1950. It had been
in her family since 1888 and although various improvements
had been made during her parents’ lifetimes, it still retained
its Victorian flavor and furnishings. She admits that this
staid atmosphere of almost hushed and heavy dignity posed
a bit of a problem, for she wanted to make the house friend
lier and more colorful without sacrificing this dignity which
was such an integral part of its design and period. Paint,
new draperies and minor renovations brought a new warmth
to the high-posted rooms. Dorothy Brown has an extraordin
ary talent with color and her achievements have been noth
ing short of magical. Each room is now light, airy and home
like with just the right amount of antique charm to give it
an air of stately refinement. Mrs. Brown has never had to
purchase an antique piece to fit any portion of her large
house for she was able to furnish it all with those which came
from her family, many having belonged to her grandparents
B E F O R E
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DELCO AUTOMATIC HEAT

In the World’s Most Modern Car

FRED

COLEMAN NASH Co. Inc.
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and a few to older generations. Mingled with these harmon
iously are articles brought from various travels and from
her former home.
Mrs. Brown never lived far from the old family resi
dence. In fact, during the years of her marriage she lived
right next door. It was after the death of her husband and
her parents that she returned to her girlhood home.
This square Mansard roofed house was built in 1871
and purchased in 1888 by her father, the late Frank Bartlett
Williams, a native and life-long resident of Dover. Mr. Wil
liams was president of I. B. Williams and Sons, manufactur
ers of leather belting. This business was owned by the Wil
liams family during three generations and was nationally
known, while it also had customers in Europe and the Orient.
Previous to 1888 Mrs. Brown’s parents lived in the
home of her Williams grandparents, a large house of the
same era which is still standing on an adjacent lot.

65 BOW ST.
T E L . 3165

L. W O O D
TEL. 156

CO.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

“ The Plumber Protects The Health Of The Nation”

LEAKY
BASEMENTS
Permanently Sealed

T H O R O S E A L products will stop

all types of basement wall and
floor leaks. Low cost. Easily ap
plied.

LET
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how you
of

your
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/ ttlefield
B U I L T IN 1871, this square Mansard roofed house on Silver Street in Dover, N. H., is an excellent

example of its era, showing a dignity of line and proportion comparable to that of the mansion houses
of the Colonial period. It has belonged to the family of its owner, Mrs. LeRoy H. Brown, since 1888,
and has undergone little basic change through the years. Mrs. Brown has successfully adapted its
interior to modern taste, at the same time preserving something of the elegance of its post civil war
days.
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Meet Atherton's

MIRACLE
WORKERS +
+ the men who can
RE A LEV
restore life to any
upholstered piece
The Miracle Workers start right in at the bottom and skillfully
work right up to the beautifully tailored finish — in any fabric oi
your choice.
Each piece is carefully rebuilt and restored to its original strength.
The whole job is done in our own shop!
Many new exciting fabrics and patterns for your selection . . . Let
us show you how reasonably we can restore your worn upholstered
furniture!
Phone Portsmouth 112.
Our representative will gladly
give you a free estimate
shows the fine natural
mahogany door made from one huge panel. Mrs. Brown is the fourth
generation to own the grandfather’s clock at the foot of the stairs
which belonged to her mother’s grandfather in Freedom, N. H.
The needlepoint on the bench here was done by Mrs. Brown’s
mother. It is one of many pieces of very beautiful needlework by
the late Mrs. Williams which, with some of her paintings, are
prominently seen in the house.
THIS

VIEW
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A TH E R TO N ’S
FINE

FURNITURE
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DELIVERY

TELEPHONE 5511

W I D E H A L L S E X T E N D T H R O U G H T H R E E S T O R I E S . The walls
above the panelled wainscoting are covered with pearl gray canvas,
hand frescoed with a floral and lattice design in shades of gray.
This pattern is repeated in the stucco border of the ceiling and in
the borders of the wine-red rugs which were woven especially for
their locations and whose colors are still rich and lively belying their
forty years usage. The lighting fixtures are old gilt touched with
a tracery of gray and the candle shades are opalescent glass. The old
English carved table holds an ancient Chinese jug and antique brass
candle sticks, one of these in the rare bee-hive pattern. The mirror
was bought forty years ago when Mrs. Brown’s father redecorated
the house. The black walnut balustrade was very much in vogue at
the time this house was built.

Although Dorothy Brown’s school and college days were
spent in Massachusetts and since then she has traveled fre
quently and rather extensively both here and abroad, she
says she has never wanted to live anywhere but in New
Hampshire. The daughter of parents both of whom were
descended from the early settlers of New Hampshire and
Massachusetts and married to a man also of old New Hamp
shire ancestry, she feels a special loyalty to this region, but
realizes that it must be expressed in the progressive move
ments of today. She is active as a manager of a Dover
Children’s Home and of the local chapter of the Red Cross
and has served on the Board of Managers of the Colonial
Dames in New Hampshire. Her husband, the late LeRoy H.
Brown, was a native of Dover and treasurer of I. B. Williams
Sons with which he was long associated. Her sister, Mrs.
Philip Carter Brown, the former Marguerite Williams, lives
just across the street and the latter’s husband also served
as president of the family business. Thus, for both sisters
there are many associations in what they term “ this little
spot of Dover.”
Actually Mrs. Brown just missed being born on Sil
ver Street by the fact that her family were at their summer
home in Maine at the time but both births and deaths
have occurred in this house and three brides and grooms
of the family have stayed in a room now referred to as “ the
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Sold at better food stores
in the shoreline area
M R S . B R O W N eats many of her meals on the glass topped table in the
sun room where the large
windows overlook her backyard terrace, a natural shelter for winter birds. With its cedar fencing,
rhododendrons and vines, the flagstone terrace affords a secluded spot for outdoor summer living
even on a busy street.

Mrs. Brown shows the same unerring taste in clothes as in her home. Her simple gray suit
and silver jewelry belonged with her short, gray coiffure and gray-blue eyes. A dark blue blouse
and jaunty red hanky gave accents of color.
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for Young Homemakers” you
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ideas, the use of contrasting fin
ishes, and the careful blending
of upholstery fabrics. But best
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UPPER

RIGHT —

S U N RO OM was added about forty
years ago. It now is treated with gay colors and
here the spirit is entirely that of modern living.
Its oyster white walls and woodwork are compli
mented by a lime green ceiling. Among the furnish
ings are couches of a darker lime green and chairs
of maple and white leather. The Welsh cabinet
in the background contains figurines which Mrs.
Brown’s son brought from India. Above it is
placed a curved dagger that Mr. and Mrs. Brown
bought during a trip to Algiers. The machete beside
it came from Panama. The draperies here have a
white background with flowers growing up from the
floor. Mrs. Brown used copper accessories in this
room and transformed an old Persian antique coffee
pot into a lamp. Her coffee table is a Chinese chest
originally used for storing ceremonial robes. Made
of Buffalo hide, its top is protected by a glass plate.
A hand-woven Czechoslovakian hanging adorns the
wall above the combination television set and
record player. The miniature weapons, shield, spear
and battle axe, decorating the wall on the right
were also brought by David Brown from India.
THE

LARGE

CENTER —
MR S . B R O W N calls this the nautical room and
claims its “heterogeneous furnishings’’ were bor
rowed from numerous other places. It was formerly
her son’s room as the ship models and ship’s wheel
above the bed attest. Its bureau belonged to Mrs.
Brown’s grandmother and the lap desk atop the
bookcase was her grandfather’s. The hand crocheted
spread was made by her mother. A water color
in this room shows a Kennebunkport scene — and
was painted by Henry W . Rice from the Point
looking toward Cape Porpoise during the days
when no houses had yet been built on this scenic
stretch of coastline.

LOWER

RIGHT

—

G U E S T RO OM is bright and cheerful with
coral taffeta draperies and a Chinese decorative
theme in colors of green, coral, and dull gold. The
vanity is very old as are the Persian rugs. The
black furniture is lined with gold and the needle
point chair is done in black and gold. Bedspreads
are green. The old sampler on the wall was made
by Mrs. Brown’s great aunt and bears the some
what confusing statements that its creator was
“ Sarah Ann Beal — aged twelve A. D. 1815” !
THIS

A n A ttr a c tiv e
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T H E D I N I N G RO OM, like the hall, has panelled white wainscoting. The wallpaper above contains
shades of rose, blue and gold, and the rug carries out these colors with a deeper and very lovely
blue predominating. The chair seats are done in rose and the very simple draperies are plain silk in
a shade of gold. Out of the camera range at the left is a most unusual serving table of mahogany.
It was once a teacher’s desk in the old Franklin Academy which preceeded the first public high
school in Dover. Made in England, its wood has a mellow satiny finish. The desk holds a Chinese
rose medallion punch bowl. Also out of sight in the picture are the framed Minton china tiles, made
in England, hanging above the fireplace mantel. Above the sideboard on which is placed the silver
set once belonging to Mrs. Brown’s mother, hang two spoon holders with their collections of antique
family pieces. The old liquor chest in a corner by the window belonged to Mrs. Brown’s grandfather,
and holds a complete set of twelve hand-blown bottles, intact. The walls of this room were once
covered with hand blocked linen.
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CARRYING
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WARRENS
MR S . B R O W N ’S O W N R O OM is light and feminine and is adjoined by an emerald green bathroom.
Among its furnishings are her chaise lounge, upholstered in green, and several swan back chairs.
The glazed chintz spread is a luscious shade of pink.

Dover’s largest Furniture Store.

Third St., Dover, N. H.
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Figurines
Charming, graceful white
figurines to decorate for
gifts or for your own home.
A great variety of pieces
from which to choose.
Prices start at only 10c

H O IT T

H E R M O R N I N G RO OM, Mrs. Brown says, is really a
and sewing. Serving as a unit with her bedroom,
walls of pale rose. The one panel of paper closely
The stove, similar to the old Franklin type, is set off
in each upstairs room.

W ENTW ORTH
Central Ave.

camouflaged office which she uses for writing
it shares the latter’s color scheme of blue with
resembles the draperies in color and design.
by pink and green tiles. Parquet floors are used

Dover, N. H.
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H A M P S H I R E is dated 1877. The house at 103 Silver Street can be picked out as
can the trotting park for horses which used to be located a short distance beyond that residential area. A list
at the bottom of the map calls attention to a number of important landmarks, among them: “ New Hampshire House,
W . J. Walker, Prop.; Kimball House, C. E. Smith, Prop.; Livery stables of George L. Purington and S. Mitchell; Pine
Grove Mineral Springs, Carl H. Horsch, M. D., Prop.; Cocheco Riding Park; H. A. Worthen, Carriage & Sleigh Manu
facturer; and John B. Hull, Horse Shoeing and Jobbing.”
T H I S R A R E MAP O F D O V ER , N EW

bride’s room.” The present mistress is less concerned with
past associations, however, than with her desire to create
a home of today full of warmth, color and hospitality for her
friends and those of her son, David Williams Brown. He was
a young officer in the Air Corps during World War II and
served in India and Egypt. He returned to graduate from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Now completing
a course at the Harvard Graduate School of Business, David
and his wife, who is the farmer Emily Louise Goedecke of
Hazleton, Penna., are frequent visitors in Dover. Both share
his mother’s love of New Hampshire, and the old house once
more is filled with young people on many occasions. The
fact that they admire its decor and comfort is a good test of
Mrs. Brown’s decorating ability.
Mrs. Brown admits that her favorite hobby is enter
taining and says that she finds the old family home well
adapted to modern living, while she thinks it retains the
type of charm and perhaps some luxuries not always found
in houses of today.
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Sassafras Tree
bv Elizabeth Perkins

On a July day in 1620, a barque came to its mooring
in the Cat Water of Plymouth Harbor, England. The watch
in the tow
er of Ply
mouth Fort
ress
sig nailed t h e
word to the
governor at
the palace,
and
word
was brought
to Sir Ferdinando
Gorges, the
Lord Gover
nor of Ply
mouth and
St. Nicholas
Island.
A
ship
from
America
had
made
port!

FULL SIZE. FEATURE-PACKED...
D I S T I N G U I S H I N G C H A R A C T E R I S T I C of the
sassafras tree is the shape of its leaf, which
resembles a mitten with an oversized thumb. This
phenomenon is plainly visible in the above photo
graph of a typical branch; shown also are some of
the berries, which were used by Indians and early
Shoreline settlers to make a medicinal herb tea.
ONE
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Tree

This event
a l w a y s
created ex
citement at
the port of
entry, and when the Captain came ashore there was a crowd
to greet him and the sea-battered traveller with him. Sir Ferdinando sent someone from the castle to greet the Captain
and his companion, Mr. Butler, and asked them to do him
the honor of calling at the Governor’s palace.
The Governor of Plymouth never lost an opportunity
of talking to every overseas traveller, partly for cognizance
of any hostile maneuvers in foreign countries and partly
from an invaluable desire to go to the new country himself.
He wished to learn if it might be practical to develop the
unsettled part of America with a colony as a profitable
trading center for England.
“ Tell me, Mr. Butler,” said the Governor, “ what
does the North Atlantic country promise? Is there anything
of value to England beside the pine trees for masts for our
sailing ships, fish from the banks of Newfoundland, pelts
of fur-bearing animals?”
“ Those commodities alone would make New England
worthy of a settlement by Englishmen,” replied Butler, “ but
I have discovered a bush, indeed it is a small tree, which l
believe will make my fortune.”
“ Did you bring young trees to England for plant
ing?” asked Gorges.
“ No, Sir Ferdinando, this tree will not grow in our
climate. It needs a sandy soil and is not found in many parts
of America.”
“ Have you brought nothing to show?” asked the Gov
ernor.
“ Assuredly, I have. The hold of my ship is full of
bags of wood chips.”

“ You can go further, Sir, for sassafras seems to have
many ways for development. There’s a strong mucilage that
comes from the leaves and it can be used for the thickening
of soups and gravies. The yellow leaves and purple fruit be
sides having a fragrance can be distilled into a lotion good
for skin diseases. Indeed, its uses are unpredictable.”
“ You are enthusiastic salesman, Mr. Butler, and I’ll
be glad to push this new product along and hope to recoup
some of my overseas losses.”
“ You’ll never regret it, Sir Ferdinando.”
“ Has it an Indian name?”
“ It is of the laurel family, and the Indians call the
drink saloop.”
“ Is there anywhere else the sassafras grows?”
“ In Sumatra it is a big tree, in America a large bush
and sometimes a very graceful tree of forty feet. I verily
believe it is worth speculation.”
Thus it came to pass that sassafras was sold in the
early morning hours under the name of saloop, a very pala
table drink popular with the workman as he walked to his
labor at dawn. The root, the bark, the leaves, and the blos
soms, as well as the purple berries, were distilled by house
wives and sold by chemists for medicine, and at the drapers
and hairdressers for skin lotions and for perfumes. Sales
were exceptional, so that Buckingham was soon able to buy
more diamonds for his velvet coat, and Gorges equipped an
other boat to cross the Atlantic.

V A R Y I N G IN S I Z E from small, ground-hugging shrubs to toweringforty foot trees, the sassafras family has served for centuries both
as an ornamental feature of many gardens and as the source of a
medicine thought by Colonial explorers to be a cure for almost any
disease from the gout to pneumonia! These fine specimens are to be
seen in the York Center cemetery.

“ And what good are the chips?”
“ For medicinal purposes they are invaluable, es
pecially for diuretic trouble and as a sudorific agent in fever.
Also,” he said, lowering his voice, “ it is a boon to all syphil
itics.”
Sir Ferdinando laughed. “ You’ll have a quick sale,
Mr. Butler.”
“ That’s not all,” Butler replied solemnly. “ The yel
low blossoms, the leaves, roots, and the bark are all of
great value. It also makes a strong perfume the London
ladies will like.”
“ What kind of perfume?”
“ A little like fennel but sweeter and more volatile,
teasing and evasive. A h !” — and he kissed the tips of his
fingers in appreciation of some pleasant remembrance —
“ there is nothing better.”
“ You are so enthusiastic, Mr. Butler. Are you trying
to form a company to import this tree?”
“ Not a company, my lord, a closed corporation per
haps, and if you wish, we could include you.”
Cautiously, Gorges asked, “ Who else is interested?”
“ The Marquis of Buckingham!” answered Butler with
a gleam of satisfaction that he had a powerful court favorite
to push his medicines and his perfume.
“ The possibilities of a fortune seem to me rather lim
ited,” Gorges replied thoughtfully.
“ Oh, but I haven’t told you the half of sassafras. An
infusion of the sassafras bark makes a wonderful beverage
for those who can not afford ale, and it can be sold at a far
thing a glass to the working man.”
“ I’m always ready to try out whatever is worthy of
development for the benefit of English trade.”

Three hundred years later we find the sassafras still
growing on the Gorges plantation in the English Province of
Maine. In an old burying ground in the center of the first
incorporated English city called Gorgeana — now called
York — the descendants of the first trees which founded
the English fortunes are casting their shade over the grave
stones of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
Many stones have sunk to oblivion and are forgotten and
undisturbed, while others still show their tired heads above
the ground. Visitors read the epitaphs and smile at carved
angels’ heads symbolizing a happy future, with wings, halos
and cherub faces. The stones themselves show the weight of
their years, and the inscriptions are lichen covered, but the
sassafras trees spring eternal with their mitten-shaped
leaves and sweet-smelling spring blossoms symbolizing
eternity and progressive new life.
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PH O TO CONTEST

Make your

The winning picture in this month’s SHORELINER
Photo Contest shows a bit of scenery from a coast far re
moved from the one we all know so well, as this letter which
accompanied it will explain. —

Party a real

“ Dear Editor:

Success
Count on JARVIS’ For That Professional Touch!
Banquet, reception, party . . . no matter
what the occasion may he . . . you'll want
everything to run as smooth as clockxvork.
And JARVIS' caterers are available to be
a real help to you xvhexi it comes to plan
ning your budget menu — and all within
your budget!
Regardless of the size occasion you're plan
ning . . . jxhone JARVIS today for menus
and catering service.

Jarvis
5 Congress St.

Caterer

Portsmouth, N. H.
Telephone
Portsmouth 85

My family
having become
readers
o f
your excellent
magazine the
S H O R E LINER,
I
beg to be al
lowed to take
the liberty of
entering
the
enclosed study
in black and
white in the
inte r e s t i n g
contest for am
ateur photog
raphers.
The photo
enclosed is of
my
little
grand - daughter
picking
daisies in the
cow pasture at
Marske - by Sea,
Redcar,
Cleveland, Yorkshire, England.
Yours sincerely,

We give
GREEN STAMPS
Hatchet - Matchless
Sexton
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MOTOR

The Best In Used Cars and Trucks
120 State Street, Portsmouth

Prices!

ry is yours under one of several
plans —

Mr. Harding will receive the $5.00 award which the
SHORELINER gives each month to the prize winning en
try in this contest, which is open to any amateur photogra
pher. Your favorite black and white prints, sent to the Con
test Editor, The SHORELINER, P. O. Box 269, Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, will enter you in the contest, and may win
the prize next month!

Inc.

Heavy Steer Beef

When sick or injured, you re

Thomas J. Harding.
137 Wentloog Road
Rumney
Cardiff
South Wales, Great Britain”

Tel. 123 or 124

JENNY QUALITY HEATING OILS
COKE — WOOD — ICE — GOOD SERVICE

Memories and Legends of . . .

O LD

ca pe

:

n e d d ic k

by Ralph H. Winn

P A I N T E R , author, philosopher —
Ralph Winn was all of these. This
view of him with pipe, palette,
and easel is one with which Shore
line residents became very familiar
during his long life here.

In the September 1950 issue of the SHORELINER*
an article appeared on the artistic achievments of one of
the area’s best known residents, painter Ralph Winn. The
article also hinted, that Mr. Winn’s accomplishments were
not limited to his popular seascapes, for the last paragraph
said, “ Many are the tales of Cape Neddick’s past that Ralph
Winn can tell. He is writing a book, which is nearly finished
and which promises to be a valuable addition to the folklore
of this region.”

Mr. Winn was able to finish his book shortly before
his death last year, and the SHORELINER is pleased
to present in serial form this informative contribution to
the history of our area. Each month we will publish a
portion of Cape Neddick’s story, just as the vivid memory
of Ralph Winn dictated it to his facile pen. It is hoped
that students of Shoreline history will derive as much
enjoyment from this old resident’s account of his early
life as the Editors have in preparing it for publication.

I have been urged by friends to write a book on this
subject, but fear that I began about a generation too late,
for there are but few left to whom I can go to refresh my.
memory.
It will be a rambling tale as many of the incidents
were related to me by my grandmother who died sixty years
ago, and others by an old grand-uncle and by a neighbor
who also died many years ago, each carrying a marvelous
store of folklore.
I shall use the first person singular where it is re
quired, as I am too lazy to use nine letters where one will
serve!

Cape Neddick is an indefinitely bounded part of the
Town of York, and roughly includes, I should say the eastern
third of the Town. A somewhat scattered village of two-hun
dred or more year-round residents, with ancestry of many
dating to the first settlers. And in order to be rated a native
you must be of at least the third generation. However, if
you show an inclination to really mix, after a period of pro
bation you MAY be accepted.
Cape Neddick officially is a point of land extending
southeasterly into the ocean from what is now York Beach,
ending with a small rocky island upon which is a lighthouse,
Cape Neddick Light, popularly known as the Nubble.
35

IN D E S C R I B I N G T H E L O C A T I O N O F C A P E N E D D I C K , Ralph Winn wrote, “Cape Neddick officially is a point of land extending south
easterly into the ocean from what is now York Beach, ending with a small rocky island upon which is a lighthouse, Cape Neddick Light,
popularly known as the Nubble.” This view is one of the most photographed along the New England coast.

Two miles north of the light is the mouth of the river
running one mile north to the village, so that Cape Neddick
Light and Cape Neddick Village are more than three miles
apart, separated by the thriving summer resort of York
Beach. This causes some confusion among strangers. The
answer is that when Cape Neddick was so named, there was
but a handful of people at what is now York Beach.
The neck of land running to the Nubble was called by
my father’s generation “ Cape Neck,” and the few people
living there were called, and called themselves, “ Cape Neckers” .
The Weare Family
Peter Weare, in about the middle of the Seventeenth
Century, made a survey of the land east of the Piscataqua
River for the Crown, and took his pay in land on the east
side of Cape Neddick Harbor and River.
Later he bought much more until his holdings amounted to many hundreds of acres, so that the east side
of the Harbor and River was, and is to this day, known as
“ Weare’s Side.”
Peter was killed while on his way to church at what
is now known as York Harbor, on horseback, on the day of
the terrible and historic raid by the French and Indians,
Sunday, February 2, 1692. But he left a family, and today
his descendants and many and much of his land is still in the
Weare name. There has always been a Peter among them.

And The Talpeys
Richard Talpey (pronounced Tall-pey) came from the
Isles of Shoals in 1753 and bought of Sir William Pepperrell a
tract of land extending from the Nubble along the shore to
the River and for some distance inland, so that side of the
Harbor is called “ Talpey’s Side.”
Richard also left a long line of descendants and
there has always been a Richard Talpey. The current Rich
ard is now living in Auburn, New York.
The family name Talpey, by the way, seems to be
unique as I have never found anyone who has heard it else
where.
Another large land-owner was Samuel Clark. Born in
1691 he married a granddaughter of Simon Bradstreet, Pro
vincial Governor of the Mass. Colony and of his wife, Ann
Dudley Bradstreet, who was the first major American poet.
Being a man of some wealth he bought land on both
sides of the River and seems to have set himself up to be a
sort of Country Gentleman, raising fine-blooded horses
among other activities.
The road upon which he lived is still known as Clark’s
road, with a bridge adjoining his property known as Clark’s
Bridge. I am a descendant of the fifth generation, and still
live close to the site of his home.
Cape Neddick reached its zenith in the middle third
of the last century, and began to wane shortly after the
Civil War.„ The main business was that of shipping cordwood to Boston on coasting schooners.
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Cordwood To Boston

T H I S H O M E ON T H E L O G G I N G R O A D , Cape Neddick, belongs to
fellow artist Elyot Henderson, and is typical of the many appealing
paintings which Ralph Winn produced during his life.

General Stores
There were from two to four general stores, some at
the Corner, and some on or near the wharves. At different
periods there were Simpson’s, Moody’s and Woodbury Nor
ton’s (of whom more later), at the wharf, and at the Corner
were Freeman’s, Joseph or “ Joe” Weare’s, and Ashel o'
“ Ace” Goodwin’s. These last two were the largest and best
of the old-time stores. They were situated opposite each oth
er at the Corner and although business rivals, the owners
seem to have been on friendly terms.
One of my earliest memories (I was born in 1876), is
of these two stores. The proprietors at that time were men
of my present age and both vigorous. Ashel died when I was
perhaps eight or nine years of age, and Joe sold out and re
tired soon after.
Ashel’s wife was my grandaunt, and I never entered
his store without receiving a paper bag of candy. Once I was
overwhelmed by the gift of a two-bladed jack-knife.
Around the stores and wharves revolved the business
of the town. At the wharves were the shipyards, where
schooners were built during and many years before the
Civil War by the Brewsters, of whom there were several
— all wonderful workmen.
Andrew, the youngest, was my uncle by marriage,
and could make anything. I now have a beautifully inlaid
bureau and a violin made by him. To this date the highest
tribute that can be paid in these parts to a boy’s handiness
with tools is that “ he must have Brewster in him.”

You may wonder what our business was: it was wood,
cordwood and more cordwood. Wood spelled with a capital!
Woodchopping was one of the principle employments.
When the first snow arrived, there began a procession of
wood sleds drawn mostly by teams of oxen, with a pair of
horses now and then or perhaps some old fellow with a single
horse. The great part of the wood came from the back part
of the town; this meant a round trip of from six to fifteen
miles. One man, Captain Joe Winn, drove four oxen, and re
gardless of cold weather, legend has it, was never seen
without the sleeves of his woolen shirt rolled up to the el
bows and open at the throat.
Now the ox team business was a slow means of loco
motion. An ox is never in a hurry. Time means nothing to
him; he puts a foot ahead, leans slowly forward and care
fully places out another foot. I think that the average pro
gress is less than two miles an hour.
When we consider that Capt. Joe’s place was nearly
nine miles from the wharf and that his start would be made
before daylight in weather ranging from twenty below zero
up, we must concede that even if there were no “ giants” in
those days, there were at least “ he-men” !
With the first snow came the procession. Team after
team they came, and stopped at one or another of the stores
to have their loads measured, then on to unload at the
wharves. There the wood was neatly piled tier on tier and
passed up from tier to tier by men hired for that purpose.
By spring acres of land would be covered many feet deep.
If you have seen the mountains of pulpwood at the paper
mills in New England it will give you an idea of this mass
of cordwood on the wharves by spring — but more of this
later.
More On Stores
Now to return to the stores. We will take Goodwin’s
because it is typical, and also the largest. The load stopped
there and Ace measured it. The price, I think was about
three dollars a cord in those days. The loads varied from
one to two cords according to whether they were green or
dry, and on the amount of motive power.
The driver then took his load to the wharf, unloaded
his wood and started for home. “ Started,” I say. When he
arrived at the store he left his team standing on the square
and entered the store. There, unless he had a short haul and
could make another trip that day he lingered. There were a
dozen other teamsters there besides any men who happened
to be out of work. He bought himself a pitcher of cider and
joined the rest. Now although he could buy a single glass,
and perhaps did, the usual unit was a pitcher (about a
quart). As the alcoholic content of old cider is about twice
that of beer, tongues soon limbered and there was much
laughter and argument about the pulling ability of various
teams.
Lifting contests were popular. A man who could put
a barrel of flour (200 pounds) on the counter was considered
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only ordinary. I have seen a man set a barrel of sugar
marked 320 pounds on its end on the counter. And there
was much “ horseplay.”
Finally thoughts of chores at home came to mind and
he hastily went to the counter, procured any supplies that
were needed at home, and then out — prodding his oxen to
their best speed, which was little better than that of a lame
turtle! Jingling a few dollars in his pocket . . . oh, no. There
was no money in this transaction, nor would there be. He
had credit at the store. There he could buy anything he was
likely to want and it was impossible to enumerate the con
tents of a general store in these days. If, however, his needs
ran into something not there, the storekeeper got it from
Boston by schooner, but he was seldom called upon to do this.
Barter System
Money was almost unknown to the farmer. Trade was
by barter. An old man told me some years ago that his uncle,
in the middle of the last century, had a good farm and was
considered “ well o ff” by his neighbors, but worried from
year to year about how he was going to get the cash for
his taxes, which were thirty dollars!
And so the procession of wood went on for as long as
there was snow enough for a sled to slip on: while at his
blacksmith shop at the Corner Oliver Norton (and later his
son Wilbur) shod oxen for dear life. Now this is a process
which is worthy of description, since comparatively few
under middle age have ever seen it done, or ever will.
Shoeing Oxen
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The ox was led into a huge framework of oak timber
about fifteen feet long and five or more wide, called a sling.
His head went through an opening and a stout white oak
stake was inserted through holes bored in the frame on each
side of his neck so that he was free to move his head up and
down, but could not move it sideways. Two broad leather
belts were then passed under his body and fastened to a
primitive windlass by means of which two thousand pounds
of bone and muscle was lifted off its feet. Each foot was
then drawn back (if he resisted it might take several men
on a rope to handle a single foot), and placed on a block
where it was secured so that the bottom of the foot pointed
upward. He was then helpless and probably not too uncom
fortable, although his occassional struggles seemed likely to
rend the sling timber from timber. Then the blacksmith
went to work.
An ox, having a divided hoof, must have two shoes
on each foot. These were odd shaped pieces of metal with
long, sharp calks, without which an ox cannot pull or even
stand on the icy road; they were made by the blacksmith in
his slack moments from bar iron. This took place mostly in
summer when oxen did not need much shoeing, for the
blacksmith had many hundreds of pounds at the beginning
of winter. He fitted and nailed the shoes on in much the
manner that he would shoe a horse. This finished, the ox
was released and replaced by his mate, who has been waiting
his turn.
Mr. Winn’s account of Cape Neddick’s past will
continue with many tales of the coastal schooners which
were to York boys what Mississippi stern-ivheel steamers
were to Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn. Your copy of the
May SHORELINER will contain this factual story of
“ coasting” to Boston in the days when Cape Neddick’s
cordwood exports formed a, major part of Shoreline
economy.
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F ish e s T h at B ite In T h e S p rin g, T ra-L a
by John Brennan

A L W A Y S AN E N T H U S I A S T about the vacation opportunities offered in the

Shoreline region, Alvin T. Redden, secretary of the Seacoast Regional Development Association, is shown here practising a bit of his own teaching. Guy W. Angell, his Lee, New Hampshire host,
■supplies the motive power.

Every year, between snow-melt and corn-up, there
comes to New England a delightful period when some unique
natural phenomena may be observed by the student of na
ture. The snow has disappeared from all but the highest
mountains; lakes once more reflect a deep blue sky; little
brooks tumble like ribbons of quicksilver down rocky glens
between hardwood ridges. All the world seems to be at
ease, but isn’t.
The muffled drum-beat of the ruffled grouse throbs
from the thicket; the squawk of the strutting cock pheasant
echoes from the pasture sidehill; and at sundown the wood
cock puts on an amazing exhibit of twittering aerial gyra
tions over a wild meadow near the alders. Most of the wild
creatures are reacting to an inner urge.
However, the most fantastic and perplexing behavior
is that of a species often referred to by the wild creatures
themselves as “ those crazy humans.” These so-called “ super
ior” beings, who are a varied and motley lot, react to the
simple sweet call of spring in a variety of illogical ways.
For instance, a Dover dentist is drilling a tooth. Sud
denly the sound of the drill, as it touches a nerve, reminds
him of a screaming trolling reel, so he closes his comfortable
office and ventures out on a lake so rough and windy no
sane salmon would dare to come near the surface.
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A financial wizard in Portsmouth, who figures his
time is worth at least twenty dollars an hour, wastes whole
days with thin, glued strips of bamboo and bits of feather
tied to small hooks.
A pretty lady in Kennebunk, who each night all year
rubs various expensive creams into her face, now exposes
her tender cheeks to the sun and spattered spray on wide
waters said to be inhabited by pot-bellied fish.
A political figure at Amesbury, who usually gets
“ yes” for an answer, goes probing in muddy brooks for
small fish which absolutely ignore him. From Kennebunk
to Newburyport, by way of Sanford and Somersworth, little
wiggly garden worms make delinquents out of model child
ren and perfect husbands.
It is all very confusing to the student of nature until
a good-natured redwinged blackbird tells him the phenome
non is known among humans as “ going fishing”
Now going fishing, as any philosophical fisherman
will tell you, if you can find one, is really an urge based on
symbolism. It is a symbolic renewal of hope. It is an epic
contest between man’s skill and knowledge and that mysteri
ous fluid world below the surface tension. It is life’s eternal
struggle with the unknown, the unknown in this case being
the location and behavior of certain cold-blooded fishes with

speckled skins. It is a tremendous inner urge springing from
the fact that the trout season opens on Thursday.
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It Takes More Them

This is probably as close as the uninitiated student
will ever come to understanding the cosmic force that drives
males and females of all ages on an annual pilgrimage to
the lakes and streams.

A GREEN THUMB
To Make Y our Garden

Now for lesson two. There are various methods and
techniques for catching fish in which skill and luck play
varying degrees of importance. The rank beginner is very
apt to immerse a worm into a turbulent emulsion of H20
and silt and come out with a huge trout. Then again, he is
very apt not to.
As in poker, the fisherman plays according to the
laws of chance. What are the probabilities that a certain
lure, recommended by an enthusiastic tackle salesman whose
brother-in-law caught three on it last year, when trolled at
a certain depth and at a certain speed, will come within the
field of vision of a salmon or lake trout that just happens
to want a three-inch chunk of plastic for dinner? What are
the odds that a two-foot rainbow under a boulder at the bot
tom of a pool in the Ammonoosuc river, will see a wisp of
bucktail skittering over the foam ten feet above? This sort
of gambling is very exciting to a fisherman.
The experienced fisherman (also called angler,
sportsman, etc.) is one who began the gentle art sufficiently
young in life, (say four years of age), to have acquired a
fair fund of knowledge and skill. The knowledge, gained
through decades of trial and error, is most important, be
cause he knows that, if wisely applied, it will greatly im
prove his chances for catching fish, especially during the
early weeks of the season.
There are three courses of action open to the experi
enced fisherman. First, he can use his fund of knowledge
to become a guide and thus help less fortunate anglers in
their struggle with the law of probabilities. This takes a
great deal of courage.
Second, he .can maintain or even increase his skill
by going fishing every time he has an excuse, and sometimes
when he hasn’t an excuse, thereby neglecting wife, children
and job. This gives him considerable rank as an expert
among experts, but requires even greater courage.
Third, he can forget all or part of that fund of know
ledge and enjoy learning all over again each year, when
ever he finds it convenient to go fishing. Requiring little
courage, this is the course usually followed by us average,
weakling members of the clan.
The next lesson emphasizes the complexity of the
problem that faces the average fisherman by pointing out
that New Hampshire is said to have some thirteen hundred
lakes and ponds, from half-acre mountain tarns to seventytwo square mile puddles like Winnipesaukee. Some of these
bodies contain salmonoids and some do not. There are also
several thousand miles of brooks and streams in which
salmonoids may or may not be found.
The problem is further complicated by the fact that
in New Hampshire a salmonoid may be an old-fash
ioned brook trout, a rainbow trout, a European or brown
trout, a landlocked salmon, a lake trout or togue, or a
rare, glamorous Sunapee trout. Each of these species, though
related, has its own pecularities of diet, habit, and preferred
environment.
The New Hampshire Fish and Game Department
helps nature to maintain an adequate supply of the salmon
oids by stocking suitable waters of the state with hatcheryraised fish each year. Over half a million legal-size brook
trout, the angler’s favorite, are placed in the swim each
year, along with thousands of husky fish of other species
It would almost seem as though the very tap water should
taste salmonoid-ish, and it probably would if approximately
one out of every six citizens wasn’t eager to do something
about it.
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New Hampshire’s jumbled top
ography also complicates the fishing
situation. While swimmers are tak
ing their first brave dips of the sea
son at beaches near the Massachu
setts border, skiers are still swooping
down the tilted floor of Tuckerman’s
Ravine on the east slope of Mt. Wash
ington. When hatching Mayflies first
begin to dance over a clear meadow
brook near Peterborough, Swift Dia
mond stream, north of Errol, is
churning in spring freshet. Up in the
northern spruce country, the famed
Connecticut Lakes become clear of ice
from one to three weeks later than
do Newfound, Sunapee, or Winnisquam, lower down.
All this the New Hampshire an
gler is forced to consider if he or she
desires to bring home a few salmon
oids. Climate, terrain and weather
also dictate the type of tackle and
bait or artificial lure that should be
used in the struggle with probabili
ties.
It is generally conceded that
most New Hampshire fishermen pre
fer to use artificial flies if the trout
are rising to them, but are quick to
change to bait in order to insure the
bacon. A few, especially those who
make their own flies, are too cussed to
utilize the angle worm under any con
ditions. However, since ponds and
some streams in the southern part of
the state are usually in fair fly con
dition by opening day, the fly “ pur
ist” is able to maintain his reputa
tion.
The fly fisherman often compli
cates his own problems by carrying a
hundred or more different patterns
of flies to the stream or pond. This is
an inconsistency, since he will invari
ably choose one of the six patterns
he always uses regardless of condi
tions. If the stream looks cold and
roily he will probably tie on a Micky
Finn, a Royal Coachman, or a Dark
Tiger. If the water is clear and in
sects are about, he may use a Dark
Montreal, Hares Ear, Yellow May, or
Black Gnat. If he is a discerning ang
ler and notices that Quill Gordons are
hatching, he will probably resort to
the artificial fly of that name.
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The bait fisherman makes less complicated decisions.
If fishing “ big water” where there may be huge browns or
rainbows, he may use an oversized “ night crawler” or min
now. If he expects to find average-size brook trout, he will
probably bait up with two or three crisp juicy mud worms.
He may even feel that water conditions call for a small gold
or silver spinner a few inches above the bait.
The troller on the big lakes may feel that an over
sized smelt or chub “ sewed” on a stout hook and made to
revolve slowly past the sand bar is the best bait for lake
trout. Or he may prefer to drag a grey ghost streamer fly
or Cornwall spinner near the surface, where he can risk his
tackle and nerves on a landlocked salmon. One thing is cer
tain — the choice of lure, tackle and technique will be made
according to the deep-rooted desire of the fisherman, and
not the desire of the salmonoid.
This is as it should be, because the fisherman is ob
viously out for his (or her) own pleasure and health and
not for that of the fish.
The conclusion, then, is very clear if you are fortun
ate enough to live in the Shoreline. The best time to go
fishing is when you want to; the best tackle is that which
suits you ; the best bait is that in which you have faith. The
main objective, of course, is to get out and cavort with the
woodcock, the ruffed grouse, the pheasant, and the loon.
Birds of a feather, you say?
THE END
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favorite Restaurant
Recipe
For nearly fifty years, the familiar name of Daeris
has signified rest and refreshment to shoppers and visitors
on Dover’s Upper Square. Shortly after the turn of the cen
tury, John Daeris opened a candy shop and ice cream par
lor known as the Sugar Bowl. Like its namesake in the comic
section, it soon became a favorite meeting spot for high
schoolers and older people alike. In 1926, while under the
management of Basil Phofolos, the restaurant was expand
ed, and became one of New Hampshire’s first tea rooms.
Finally, in 1940, the present pleasing remodeling took place.
Mr. Peter Daeris, the present manager of the res
taurant, has drawn on this half-century-old tradition of fine
food to present this month’s Favorite Restaurant Recipe —
Baked Stuffed Blue Point Oysters.

R E G U L A R M E E T I N G S of the employees and management of Daeris
Restaurant insure continuance of the friendly atmosphere which has
always characterized this popular Dover eating place. Peter Daeris.
on the extreme right, is discussing the menu for the day with his
assistant, Peter Kretsepes, while other members of the 34 person
staff shown are: Eunice Daeris, Jeanette Colleil. Louise Girard, Rose
Apostol, Beatrice Mater, Cecile Clairwood and Elicia Soucaras.

BAKED STUFFED BLUE POINT OYSTERS
Open 36 Blue Point Oysters. Do not remove from
shells. Mince finely 8 strips of cooked bacon, 1 bunch of
celery, and either a bunch of scallions or 3 medium sized
onions. Add four tablespoons of butter, the bacon fat, and
a pinch of salt and pepper. Saute over a slow fire for 30
minutes. Then add a dash of Worcestershire sauce, 2 table
spoons of Sherry and 3-4 of a cup of cracker meal. Cook
the mixture for five minutes longer, stirring constantly. Re
move from heat and allow to cool. Stuff the oysters with
the mixture.
Place the stuffed oysters on a mound of rock salt in
a metal bowl, and sprinkle with Parmesan cheese and pa
prika. Bake in a hot oven for 15 minutes. Garnish with par
sley and lemon slices, and serve hot. This recipe makes six
servings.
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Every shoreline sportsman wants to know where and
how to catch trout and salmon, near home, in April.
For trout, salmon, togue and white perch, fishing be
comes legal April 1 in these Maine counties: Androscoggin,
Cumberland, Hancock, Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc,
Somerset, Waldo, Washington and York.
In these counties, the earliest lakes to clear are Sebago and several lakes in lower Hancock county, like Branch
Pond and Green Lake. There are several small trout ponds in
Lincoln and Knox counties that usually clear of ice by the
first or soon afterwards. West and south to the New Hamp
shire line are several other waters that offer early fishing.
Salmon and brown trout, in lakes, have some similar
characteristics. Early fishing for salmon usually is done
with surface or near-surface lures, like streamer flies, pearl
wobblers and live smelts without too much unnecessary
weight added. Although there are a few anglers who use
the larger spinners and spoons just after ice-out, it hardly
appears to this writer that such lures are as effective as sur
face lures, for early-spring fishing. Later on is another
thing, but even then, salmon and trout will usually hit a
trolled streamer fly. Togue lie in the deep holes in hot weath
er. Brown trout in lakes act a great deal like salmon and
some fishermen do not know the brown well enough to dis
tinguish it from a salmon.
Fishing for brook trout early in the season in small
ponds is best accomplished with a streamer fly or bait,
where bait fishing is allowed. The patterns of streamers
that take well early are; Mickey Finn, and White Bucktail,
Blue Supervisor, Black and White (if you haven’t tried black
and white, do so), and other bucktails and streamers. It will
be noted that the term streamer and bucktail are used loose
ly and this seems to have become customary. Actually,
streamers are accepted as flies with feathers in addition to
other dressings, while bucktails are hair flies.
In close, tight little streams, worm fishermen still
have the easiest time luring trout to creel. There seems to
be a good deal in the argument that worms are about the
best early-season lure. This is especially true of the native,
speckled brook trout. Rainbows are pretty prone to take a
fly in preference to many other lures and browns hit flies
well, too.
If browns are fished for with bait, this is worth re
membering: they strike in an extremely sensitive way, es
pecially those weighing one pound and under. If there is any
trout with a softer touch, this writer hasn’t discovered it.
Therefore, a bobber is a valuable addition to the worm fish
erman’s tackle. Where browns are known to inhabit a pond,
for example, the angler who sits down with patience as his
companion and then tosses out a baited hook, dangling
from a fine leader and line attached, in turn to a bobber,
will take more fish than the man who depends on his own
reaction to a biting brown.

YEAR ROUND HAT!

!///y I

CHAMP

I

So light and comfortable, you can wear it the whole year
’round. Needs no pampering. Made of luxurious imported
“ KS” Scottish rabbit fur. Skillfully fitted by our hat experts.

$75°
V

Sportsliirts

Gabardine — pinchecks and
houndstooth
from 3.95

Dress Shirts

Complete line of
ARROW SHIRTS
at 3.95

Look Your Best For

EASTER
in a new

Superflex Tie
New Styles - New Colors
New Fabrics - New Patterns

$1

and $1.50

THE

MARK

OF

PORTSMOUTH, N.H.
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Practically all
the best sellers
are available at
Concannon % Scripture
Mrs. Scripture, our book buyer, recommends

THE LIVING BIBLE
by Robert A. Ballore
THE GOWN OF GLORY
by Agnes Sligh
HOW TO GET RICH IN WASHINGTON
by Blair Bolles
U. S. A. CONFIDENTIAL
By Lait and Mortimer
THE COWBOY AND HIS HORSE
by Sidney E. Fletcher

Edited by Justine Flint Georges
FIELD BOOK OF EASTERN BIRDS — By Dr. Leon Augus
tus Hausman. G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York City. 659
pages, Price $3.95.

Concannon § Scripture
OFFICE

SUPPLIES - STA TIO N ER Y - BOOKS - GREETING

15

AND

D A N IEL

ST.

CARDS

PORTSM OUTH

TOP QUALITY BUILDING NEEDS

The
more

D IA M O N D
than

just

MATCH
a

lumber

Com pany

is

yard

. . . . it’s a builders’ service!
Consult us before you build, repair or
renovate. The services below are yours
without obligation.
*

ESTIMATES

*

ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES

*

HOUSE PLANS

COMPANY
Rock Street
46

Tel. 412

Portsmouth

Dr. Leon A. Hausman, a regular contributor to the
columns of the NEW HAMPSHIRE PROFILES, companion
magazine to the SHORELINER, has long been noted as a
standout writer in his field. The reading public has found
in his several books and over 500 articles a welcome source
of information about American wildlife. His Eastern Birds,
always a favorite with students of nature, has recently
undergone extensive revision, and is now available in its new
format to answer the inevitable questions which arise when
ever one sights a new bird in his neighborhood.
The latest edition of Dr. Hausman’s book offers a
different approach to the problem of identifying the birds
which are seen in every ramble through the woods and fields
or often just outside a kitchen window. Jacob Bates Ab
bott’s excellent line drawings of the songster in question are
followed immediately by the clearly worded, concise descrip
tion of the bird’s markings, habits, song, habitat and range.
Unlike many field journals, this one makes it unnecessary to
leaf back and forth through its pages in an endeavor to as
sociate picture with description.
Liberally sprinkled with accurate color reproductions
of Mr. Abbott’s bird paintings, this pocket-sized (5 inches by
7) volume provides an excellent reference for the nature
student and bird lover, either for comfortable, easy chair
reading or as a handy, easy-to-use field book.
NEWS OF THE NATION — A History of the United States
in Newspaper Style. Sylvan Hoffman, Editor; C. Hart
ley Grattan, Associate Editor. Prentice-Hall, New York,
Price, $3.95
Have you ever wondered how today’s tabloid news
papers might have covered such important events in the
past as Columbus’ discovery of America, or the landing of
the Pilgrims at Plymouth? Sylvan Hoffman, the publisher
of several trade magazines, often did. This book, really a
collection of forty-five little newspapers, is the result. A
revised edition of a book first published nine years ago, it
brings the reader right up to the Korean war.
Complete with cartoons, some right from the peri
ods which they represent, others drawn especially to order,
this extraordinary history is as different from the usual
high school text as night from day. While each issue fea
tures as its lead story the major political happening of the
period, the cultural, social and economic aspects of American
life have not been ignored. Thus the edition dated April 15,
1861 tells of the surrender of Fort Sumter and the opening
of the Civil War, but also contains news of that wonderful
new invention, the corkscrew, and an article on current

men’s fashions. This humanizing of otherwise dim and dis
tant periods makes for greater readability and an under
standing which the average battle-to-treaties history book
lacks.
In its editorial columns, most of which were written
by prominent newspaper editors and political columnists, the
NEWS carries typically journalistic comments on the af
fairs of the nation, sometimes caustically bitter, at others
quietly sympathetic. It is by means of these editorials that
the authors have bridged the gap between issues, which is
sometimes several years. This gap, incidentally, is disturbing
to the reader at first, but one soon becomes accustomed to
reading his news by the historical period rather than by the
day.
Just as a ten-year-old newspaper or magazine found
in the attic holds a mysterious fascination for its reader, so
does this book, (which is like finding a 300-year-old jour
nal,) weave a pattern of credibility and truth around facts
which have hitherto been mere statements in a text. While it
is not intended and should not be used as a substitute for
conventional texts, it will be welcomed by the student and
teacher, and by those of us who, in the words of the authors,
“ want our facts streamlined . . . in an entertaining, easy to
absorb style.”

w ith S p c c i a c i i l a r N e w

D u f f l - I l t m t/t* P e rfo rm a n c e
See the 52’ s at
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HARK! A SONG By Frank P. Fletcher — Bruce Humphries,
Inc., Boston, Price $2.50 — 103 Pages.
A most worthwhile book of verse, which has just
come to this column’s attention, is “ Hark! A Song” by
Frank P. Fletcher of 46 Pine Street, Laconia. Dealing al
most entirely with the countryside of the author’s native
New Hampshire, the book was published a year or so ago. Its
poems most adequately describe such simple pleasures as
blackberrying and fishing, while seasonal landscapes and
poems dedicated to the sea with its fogs and sunsets make
the book particularly appealing to those who love the coast
line of the Granite State.
Mr. Fletcher captures the happy mood of Spring in
his poem, First Robin, so appropriate to this month of
April . . .
“ Robin Redbreast is here.
Good cheer!
Warm days must be near,
’Tis clear.
When robins appear
In back-yards drear
Among dirty snow-drifts and garden trash sere,
Isn’t it queer
How the atmosphere
Suddenly loses its aspect austere,
And something long lacking steps into the clear ?
First Robin is here!
Robin Redbreast is here.
Good cheer!
Afar, anear
Folk peer —
A tribute sincere
To a gay cavalier
Invading the north with never a fear:
To eye and to ear
An experience dear,
Distinction to boast of in arrogance sheer,
Red-letter day of half a year.
First robin is here!”
The author is a Methodist minister in the New Hamp
shire Conference. His long pastorates in regions of great
scenic beauty have obviously influenced his writings which
are set forth in a refreshing variety of metrical forms. Here
indeed is a book to be added to the collection of those who
like to preserve favorite New Hampshire customs and places
in verse.

Motor MART Inc.
M ID D L E

ST.

TEL.
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PO RTSM O U TH

THE EUROPEAN COOK BOOK by the Browns — Cora,
Rose and Bob — Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York — 418
pages; Price $3.95.
In this latest addition to their already impressive list
of cook books from foreign parts, the Browns have accom
plished a feat often attempted, but seldom done. They have
not only translated the favorite recipes of France, Italy,
Spain and Portugal, but they have adjusted and arranged
them until every American housewife can equal the cookery
of a Continental chef without special equipment and ingre
dients.
This is a book destined to make the gourmet in you
rise in fevered anticipation, for every page contains exotic,
mouth-watering recipes from the Old World’s kitchens.
With their characteristic friendly style, the Browns
make these foreign dishes as easy to prepare as ham and
eggs or strawberry shortcake. A typical sample of some
thing new to do with rice is their Spanish dish Arroz a
Catalan — Rice Catalan Style to the initiate.
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 onions, minced
1 garlic clove, minced
2 tomatoes, chopped
1 slice ham, diced

1 tablespoon sausage meat
i pound rice
Red pepper rings
1 quart boiling water
Parsley sprigs.

Place oil in a saucepan and slowly fry onions and gar
lic, then add the tomatoes. When the mixture bubbles, add
ham and sausage. Add rice and boiling water; cook until the
rice is tender. Then take from fire, turn into a baking dish
and place in the oven until the rice is sufficiently dry. Gar
nish with sweet red pepper rings and parsley, and serve.
Equally succulent samplings from the top chefs and
ordinary housewives of Europe make this book a must on
the kitchen shelf of all who love unusual foods.
(Please Turn Page)
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Call for KENTILE

Floors

MODERN KITCHENS
EVERLASTING BEAUTY
ENDURING WEAR

M. J. Murphy & Sons
IN C O R P O R A T E D
DOVER

PORTSM OUTH

M ANCH ESTER

THE RETURN TO MORALITY by Senator Charles W.
Tobey. Doubleday and Co., Inc., Garden City, N. Y., 123
Pages; Price $2.00.
With the characteristic frankness which so impressed
millions of television viewers during the Senate crime inves
tigations, New Hampshire’s Senator Tobey presents in this
book a blasting indictment of the present corrupt morals of
this country. Obviously aroused and disturbed by what he
has seen, he searches deeply into the mire of racketeering
and shady politics, finding their causes and proposing a solu
tion which seems to him the only way out.
Senator Tobey takes his reader on a guided tour
across the nation, drawing from the records of the Crime
Investigation Committee on which he served so prominently
to paint a picture of the sordid undercurrent of shame and
disgrace which today typifies many of our cities. Greed and
a complete lack of moral scruples, he points out, are the sole
causes of this condition; but it is public apathy which has
enabled them to reach their present scope.
The Senator’s prescription for a healthy nation is
well summed up in the title which he has given his book:
Return To Morality. We must, he declares, teach our child
ren proper standards of Christian living; and more import
ant, we must begin to live by these standards ourselves.
Senator Tobey’s message is one which most Ameri
cans, blind to what goes on just outside of the law, would
do well to read and remember.
In relation to the current crop of books exposing the
apparently weakened moral fiber of our nation as disclosed
in Congressional hearings, this statement by George Wash
ington seems as pertinent today as it did two hundred years
ago. “ National morality,” said our first President, “ can
not be obtained in the absence of religious principle.”

E A T THE BEST
and pay less !
Thousands of shoppers beat the high cost of
living by shopping at DAN’S for their daily
food needs.
Why Don’t You?

•

PRE-PA CKA GED

M EAT

•

PRE-PA CKA GED

PRODUCE

$

G IA N T

F O O D S and

•

O N E O F T H E A R E A ’S L A R G E S T F O O D M A R K E T S

•

PLEN TY

FROZEN

DEPARTM EN T

Do n’t let f a n cy food pric es rob you of yo ur food
doilars when D A N ’S volume b usiness can bring you
the highest q uality m e rcha nd ise at the lowest
possible prices.

D EPARTM EN T
D A IR Y

OF F R E E , C O N V EN IE N T

SECTIO N

P A R K IN G

You’ll save by the bagfull when you shop at

DANS

S U P E R

Otuj^COMBR WOOUAWNl WN/PPLEJZD.-Ki7TE*lMt.
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Sure sign of spring is the flutter of feminine hearts
over . . . veils and hemlines . . . new hairdos and bonnets.
While a young man’s fancy turns toward love . . . a young
lady’s is, at the moment, definitely preoccupied. She has
good reason, at least this year, as anyone will admit who
saiv the outstanding spring style show presented in Ports
mouth not long ago by the Junior WOman’s Club of that
city.
Called “ Spring Coiffures” its master of ceremonies
ivas hair stylist, Mr. John, who literally turned the ladies’
heads as he presented local models displaying breathtaking
clothes from the George B. French Company with coiffures
to match.
The club’s prime purpose in conducting the show
ivas to raise funds for the Golden Rule Farm for Boys
in Tilton, N. H. . . . an organization well known to the
area and one which depends almost solely on the support
of individuals and groups such as this one.
That the evening ivas a sparkling success may be
seen in the accompanying photos by Shoreliner cameraman
Armsden, who seemed to enjoy his assignment!

P E T I T E J A N E T B R O W N models “Pixie”, the Grow-Tall dress of
polka dot organdy with eyelet embroidery trim. The skirt may be
easily lengthened for next year’s wear. Little Miss Judy Moran
is shown in Kate Greenaway’s dotted swiss dress with Hamburg lace.

dure o j tli
d i a m o n d y o u bu
You can always be sure
of the quality and bril
liant beauty of our Gen
uine O r a n g e Blossom
rings. We know that they
offer you utmost value for
your money. Comparison
will convince you.

ENGAGEM E

UP TO

DATE

FOR

S P R I N G is this charming trio, Nathalie Pridham, Joan Louther and Elaine Foster.

Miss Pridliam’s ballerina gown of lavender features two layers of fluffy net over sleek taffeta. A
flower trimed cummerbund decorates the waist, while permanent pleats accent the halter neckline.
Miss Louther’s dress of pure silk taffeta shantung is perfect for afternoon and early evening wear.
Mrs. Foster’s versatile knitted suit is ideal for spectator sports or informal evening functions.

WEDDING RINGS

CERTIFIED GEMOLOGISI
REGISTERED IEWELER

AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

“The Traveler”
The topper that
has everything!

$ 1 9 .9 5
We know The Traveler has
everything . . . it was made to
uur very exacting specifica
tions! Its lines have all the
wonderful swing of Spring . .
in the sweep back, deep cuffs,
full cut sleeves (fits easily
over suits). The fabric is soft
ana lovely to look at . . . 100
percent all wool pile. Expen
sive details like arm loops,
arrowstitched
curved
slit
pockets, full smooth rayon
lining. Eight delicious colors:

lime, gold, taffy, coral pink,
ice blue, orchid, beige, and
white. Sizes 8 to 18.
M E M B E R S O F T H E C O M M I T T E E who supervised the production
of the “ Spring Coiffures” style show included, front row, left to right:
Miss Dorothy Ng, Mrs. Archie Cobb, General Chairman, and Miss
Mary Howe. Back row, left to right: Mrs. L. Earle Cobb, Mrs. Arthur
Brown, Jr., and Mrs. Warren Harvey.

71-75 State Street

Newburyport

KNOW

A

Standing Invitation

YOUR CLEANER BETTER

S a itu U U IJ .

cannot be sold cheaply . . .
295 State S tree t

for

2oaU U f.
T e l . 2943

P o rtsm outh
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Whole Family

th e (lepeutcUio+i
JjOr . • «

You and your family will really enjoy dining out
at LAMIE’S. You’ll appreciate the prompt, yet un
hurried, service . . . the atmosphere of hospitality
. . . the fine food . . . the reasonable prices. In other

Value!
F loo r afte r floor filled with
some of A m e r i c a ’s fin est
home f u r n is h in g s ! All at
t e r r if ic s av in g s !

words, you’ll feel entirely “ at home” at LAMIE’S!

E. C. C H A D D O C K ’S

WAYSIDE

FURNITURE

Co.

Loca te d on U. S. Route 1, Hampton F a lls , N. H., T e l . Hampton 858

LAMIE’S TAVERN
Hampton Center, New Hampshire
Telephone Hampton 616
Where Route 1 Meets Route 101C

The

D.

BOULTER

CO.

COAL - COKE - RANGE and FUEL OIL
INSURANCE
39 G O V T .
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W I T H tongue
in cheek Mr.
John presents
a “horse’s tail”
in the orig
inal! Now, lad
ies, whom does
it best
be
come?

ABOVE —
T H E C U R R E N T T R E N D toward hats that flatter the poodle clip is

illustrated by Mrs. Barbara Seavey with her Kathryn Marden chapeau.
The black accessories set off this Youth Guild dress of Dan River
checked gingham. Valerie's Michele casts an expert eye on Mrs.
Seavey’s poodle clip!
RIG H T —
M R S . E R W I N S E I D E L models the “Cap Cut” hair style by Mr. John

and a Joselli suit of rose wool gaberdine with flared cuffs, a softly
scalloped neckline and patch pockets.
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“S L E E K
S O P H I S T I C A T I O N ”, a hair style
designed especially for model Lois Summers,
features a soft curl on the forehead with the
hair swept, back into a chignon. Mr. John,
the creator of this smart hairdo, is shown in
the process of its completion.

G R A F F O R T C L U B P R E S I D E N T , Mrs. Haddon

MRS. JO AN
M E L H O R N , who models the
“Pouff Cut”, a variation of the Poodle Clip,
is shown in an expensively-styled but moderately^priced white Sacony suit of Palm
Beach material. Her black gloves are by
Wear-Rite.

H O W T H E P O O D L E C U T got its name is
Hooper shows a gold embroidered sun dress graphically illustrated by Miss Ann Toner and
with a separate bolero jacket. Her modishly Valerie’s Michele from the Valhu Kennels in
mature hairdo is called “Design for Living”. Rye. Miss Toner’s Gibson Girl blouse features
the new dropped shoulders, an innovation this
spring.
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“ C U T E T R I C K ” , another of Mr. John’s crea
tions, is modeled by Miss Joan Louther. Miss
Louther’s
Cadillac
designed
dress
from
French’s features buttons and belt of a constrasting shade.

YOUNG CA R LA
M E L H O R N ’S “Pony Tail”
hairdo is complemented by a Kate Greenaway
dress of pink chambray. Her companion,
Brenda Goller, poses in a dress by the same
designer featuring a 14 gore skirt and con
trasting lining in the sash, which is threaded
through the princess waistline.

They’re
beautiful,

T H E A U D I E N C E gets a close view of Mrs. Lee Harvey’s gown,
which has two full layers of nylon net over the nylon taffeta skirt.
A unique feature is the separate front panel which may be reversed
and used as a stole. Her hairdo is called “Luxury Liner”.

useful

Town, Beach Or Country

31 G

TA L

No other material of comparable
elegance is so easy to keep
beautiful.

Properties For
Lease, Rent or Purchase

The classically simple, 2 qt.
MAYFAIR PITCHER____ 1 5 .0 0

— See Real Estate Page —
This Month’s

Fine
Reproductions

Shoreliner
Page 6

Smart 14-oz. COLDCHESTER
TUMBLERS................each 2 .5 0

See them— and other Kensington
Metal creations— at

The Brown Jewelry Co.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Newburyport, Mass.

in
Wall Paper
and
matching
Fabrics
An additional color or a well
chosen piece of furniture will
give your home an added lift.
Come in and browse for ideas
for your spring decorating.
92 High S tree t

T e l. 2595

HAMPTON, N. H.

It’s A U S T I N ' S
for
*

FR IG ID A IR E

*

T E LE V IS IO N

*

BOTTLED

*

A P P L IA N C ES

GAS

AUSTIN
Gas & Electric Co.
Y o r k V illag e, Maine
Te lep ho n e 428-M

Why "T. D. for P. B . '?
You buy Palm Beach Suits to advan
tage at Thayer Diggery’s in Sanford,
Maine, Home of the Palm Beach Mills.
Complete stocks afford you satisfac
tory selections . . . skilled personnel
assure you correct styling and fit.

S a n fo rd ,

F i/t A b

o ^ s p lt t iu |

. . . When the Fishermen start flockin'
to Neal's for supplies
^TTfaine

The big move to the great outdoors is on . . . and the
Fisherman’s first stop is always . . .

The Shoreline s GREAT BIG Sportsman's Store
HOfTlE OF THE PfiLITI BEACH HULLS

-NEAL HARDWAREDover-Durham Road

Dover, N. H.
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C< m J S t o p s

FREE!
Our Easter Gift to You!

95
True to their famous
name, Bellaire Foot Stim
ulators bring you new
animation . . . in style,
in appearance, in your
every step. Foot-fondling
support and comfort in
smarter designs on Bellaire’s miracle-fitting lasts:
And so reasonable in
price . . .

Large size 16£ inch pretty
pastel plush bunnies, adorable
and cuddlesome in pink, blue,
maize. They’re perfect for
Easter giving.
With every!
3 pairs
of
Our Own

C O O L A N D C O M E L Y in her white formal gown of star dust net from
French’s is Miss Carolyn Gailey. The matching stole may also be
worn dropped as a fichu. Rinestone jewelry and the “Festive Outlook”
hair style complete the ensemble.

Go-ed. SUop.4.

NYLONS

1 19pair
pairs $3 .5 0
51 Gauge for greater
strength
Slim Trim Heel and
fine Narrow Seam

Victor
Shoes
376 Central Avenue
Dover, New Hampshire
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New Spring Shades

Sizes

sy2

N O T F O R G O T T E N in the styles this spring are the younger set.
Modeling juvenile fashions at the show were Janet Brown, Natalie
Melhorn, Brenda Goller, Carla Melhorn, and Judy Moran. Parading
before an audience is nothing new for show dogs Boxer Jay Bee
(owned by Mr. John) and Poodle Hugo’s Francois . . . both of whom
performed with aplomb.

to i i

“ W h e re

51 Gauge for greater
snag resistance

sp e cia ls

110 Co n g re ss St.,
23 P le a s a n t St.,

are

a

s p e c ia lt y ”
Portsmouth

New buryport

at your C A N T E E N

Inexpensive tvay
to feel expensive99

Liquid C o lo g n es

S U A V E A N D S O P H I S T I C A T E D is this black nylon taffeta gown by
David Klein, the effect of which is highlighted by white net inserts
and white medallions outlining the strapless bodice and the sweep of
the very full skirt. Model Lois Summers still wears her “ Sleek
Sophistication” hairstyle.

Splash yourself from top to toe after your bath with
a rich, fragrant Dana liquid Cologne. TABU! EMIR!
20 CARATS! PLATINE! VOODOO! Sample them
at the counter. Take your choice. Each Dana cologne
is a true interpretation of the perfume itself—there
fore, it gives you that wonderful expensive feeling
throughout the entire day.

TABU— $2.00 to $18.00
PLATINE— $2.00 to $6.00
20 CARATS —$2.25 to $6.50
EMIR —$2.25 to $10.50
VOODOO— $5.00 and $8.50

U se EXPELLO "EX-RA Y" VAPOR*

Always shop at your CANTEEN for
all your beauty aids. We’re constant
ly stocked with America’s most pop
ular cosmetics, toiletries and all the
necessities for feminine daintiness.
Every price at your canteen is guar
anteed to be the lowest in town!

KILL MOTHS WHERE SPRAYING DOESN'T REACH!
No w orry . . ."E x -R a y ” vapor penetrates seams, folds
of a garment—spots that ordinary spraying doesn’t touch.
No w o r k ... simply p ut Expello H angers in closets, or
sprinkle Crystals in draw ers, etc.
No moths . . ."E x -R a y ”

vapor

kills all moth life.

G ive clothing and furs com plete Expello
p r o t e c t i o n —n o t d o u b tf u l p r o te c ti o n .
S ta in le s s —n o o ily f i l m —no l in g e r in g
odor. Harm less to hum ans, pets when
used as directed.

at y»iir CANTEEN

ftp e llo

^In visible—
penetrating

onl y E X P E L L O gi ve s off " E X - R A Y " V A P O R
JU DSO N

DUNAWAY

C O R P .,

DOVER,

N.

H.

The Store that GUARANTEES lowest Prices!
Market Square

Portsmouth, N. H.
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________ ANIMAL CARE

Modart, LeGant, Bien Jolie

BEN’S AUTO BODY REPAIRING

Woodbury Animal

CROWLEY CORSET SHOP
73 Congress St., Portsmouth, N. H.

H. Berounsky, Prop.

MAWBY

Tel. 3240

124 Vaughan St., Portsmouth, N. H.

Ready To Wear Hats
Made To Order Hats

Leather repairs - Automobile Tops

LEATHER REPAIR SHOP

GAY

HAT

65 Market St.

SHOP

Portsmouth, N. H.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

CARTER
MUSIC - Instrument Rental. Plan
for your child’s musical education
SEACOAST MUSIC SHOP
10 Congress St., Tel. Ports. 1440

Aluminum

COMBINATION

WINDOWS - DOORS
230 Park St., Portsmouth, N. H.
Telephone 4508

New - Used and Rental
Hammond Solovox - New and Used
Spinet Model Hammond Organs
Revere tape recorders - Accordians

SALTAIRE KENNELS
Tel. 24-M4

Route 1

Tel. 3974

PRINTING - Offset methods reduce
printing costs. No loss of quality.
S. R. BLAISDELL & SON
Market St., Portsmouth

Studio Tel. 369
33 Islington St.
Ports., N. H.

When you think of CURTAINS'
go to

Carpentry - Painting
Repair - B.P.S. Paints

SHERWOODS

H. B. SAWYER
870 Woodbury Ave.

Tel. 3305

QUALITY WATCH SHOP
Specializing in Chronographs
2nd Floor
78 Congress St.
All work guaranteed one year
Tel. 2755

Prompt Service

PORTSMOUTH AUTO BODY CO.

Sea Foods - Steaks - Chicken
Cor. State & Chapel Sts., Ports.

Chinese and American Foods

Tel. 1803

56

Headquarters
For Sterling
Towle

- Gorham

-

International

For Their Furniture

ADAMS and CHASE
Walton Road

Seabrook, N. H.

SALE

Dishes & Silver - Meat Table
14 Mica

Top Tables
(Maple)

48” x

30”

56 Birch Saddle Seat Chairs
(Maple)

KING’S JEWELRY
424 Central Ave.

X

5’ 51/2”

X

2’ 8y2”

Galvanized Sink
2’ 7y>” X 8’ 5” x 2’ 8”
HOOKSET LODGE
Tel. Manch. 2-5663
R.F.D. 1
Manchester, N. H.

ADVERTISING AGENCY

Dover, N. H.

Need

PAOLA DINER

NECCHI
SEWING MACHINES

141 Deer St., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tel. 3380

For Demonstration Call
ROGER’S DRY GOODS CO.
Tel. 1854

Help

on

SEWING MACHINES

Spaghetti & Meat Cakes
Pizza to take out

TAILORING

2’ 5%”

Wallace - Reed & Barton - Lunt

Authorized Dealer For
Southeastern New Hampshire

Advertising

Copy?

Call
4126

GEORGES & HARTFORD

Dover, N. H.
1 Pleasant Street

SINGER SEWING MACHINE
SYLVIA’S TAILOR SHOP

Portsmouth

Dressmaking, Tailoring and

“Known The World Over”
Sales — Service
Singer Vacuum Cleaners

Altering of all kinds

SINGER SEWING CENTER

SHORELINER

44 Market St., Portsmouth, N. H.

Portsmouth Tel. 574 61 Market St.
Dover
Tel. 1856
499 Cent. Ave.

For Direct Results

Jerry Berounsky, Jr., Mgr.
New Location 653 Islington St.

LITTLE STORE IN A BARN

JEWELRY

HANK & FAN’S RESTAURANT

3 Congress St., Portsmouth, N. H.

,

750

RESTAURANTS

Electric
MOTOR REPAIR

564 Islington St.

Ports., N. H.

Telephone

NEW CHINA RESTAURANT

PORTSMOUTH
REFRIGERATION

The Famous

Galvanized Chef’s Table
Portsmouth, N. H.

REPAIRS

Large or Small
Wagner & Delco Distributor

So To Save Money

FOR

Of Voice

NORMAN LEAVITT

Are Thrifty

Tel. 1234

BUILDING CONTRACTORS

Special Luncheons 45c and up
Teacher

Shoreliner Readers

Wells, Me.

BUSINESS SERVICE

JOHN M. FULLFORD
180 Islington St.

.

They Go To

“When W e Build They Last”
PIANOS AND ORGANS

4125

Boarding
Trimming
Clean
Reliable
Individual Care

RON-BET CO.
Distributors of

MUSIC

Department

Hospital

290 Woodbury Avenue
Tel. 101
Portsmouth, N. H.
L. A. TRUDEL D.V.M.

A.

Services

FURNITURE

801 Islington St., Portsmouth, N. H.
GEORGE

Shoreline

Advertising

Portsmouth

4125

__________ APPAREL__________
will be found at the

of

Use The

DIRECTORY

THE ONLY COMPLETELY
MODERN CAR IN ITS FIELD!

IT'S

YEARS

AHEAD

OF

THE

INDUSTRY

with a host o f advances like these

•

SEE

.

.

.

NEW POWER-PIVOT PEDALS are suspended from above. Clutch and brake pedal
operation is easier and there are no floor
board holes for dust, drafts and moisture to
seep through.

NEW CENTER-FILL FUELING makes gas
filling easy from either side of pump. Leaves
more baggage space inside luggage compart
ment. Rear license plate conceals gas filler
pipe neck and cap.

NEW FULL-CIRCLE VISIBILITY includes
a new extra-large, one-piece Curva-Lite Safety-Vue Windshield plus a new one-piece, car
wide rear window plus picture windows on all
sides.

NEW EASIER STEERING is one of the
many fine features you will find in the ’52
Ford. Ford’s advanced-design steering sys
tem reduces effort required to turn steering
wheel by as much as 25 percent . . . it takes
the work out of steering . . . makes parking
in tight places unbelievably easy. New wider
front tread permits shorter turning radius
for better maneuverability . . . makes the ’52
Ford more sure-footed in all kinds of going.

THE

B IG

52

FO RD

AT

TH E

F O L L O W IN G

FO RD

D EA LER S:

Dewhirst Motor Sales

Ogunquit Garage

Edgcomb Motor Sales, Inc.

Dover, N. H.

Ogunquit, Maine

Exeter, N. H.

Brooks Motor Sales, Inc.

Perkins Motor Sales

Hampton Center Garage, Inc.

Portsmouth, N. H.

York. Maine

Hampton, N. H.

I

INCOMES
LIMITED OR
UNLIMITED .
The coat that goes everywhere,
over everything — beautiful in its very sim plicity!
Tailored with the meticulous attention to detailing that has
becom e a Shagmoor tradition . . . o f exclusive new,

so ft-and-light-as-fluff woolen. Guaranteed moth-proof.
Style # 8 2 6 in sizes for misses and women.

B . F re n c h C o .
M ARKET

STREET

PORTSM OUTH,

N.

H.

Portsmouth’s Leading Department Store
ff

